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Amazing Women, Virtual Reality and More!

Speaking of Websites, what first
led you to create yours? Was it
something you wanted to do or
needed to do for business?  Did
you start a blog to share your
products and information? Are
you a member of one or more
social networking sites?

The Internet is like a magnetic force (just ask my
staff). It grabs hold of you and won’t let go! When I
started networking online in 2001, little did I know just
how powerful the force would be! It drew me in and
held be tight and made me want to learn all I can
about the “social aspects” and opportunities that
abound online. I have no desire to learn the “back of
the computer” (the techie stuff) – I can pay someone
for that. As a right brain person, I much more enjoy
the front of the computer (the visual, interactive stuff).

And there truly are so many opportunities. Every day,
I learn something new from someone either in my circle
or someone I am just getting to know. Each of us has
our own interests that can spill over to one another in
terms of shared resources, new ideas and new
opportunities. It would take more than a lifetime to
find all of these on our own. That is what I treasure
and appreciate about the internet – the social
networking, the sharing and the opportunities!  This
virtual world truly has become my reality. How about
you?

Warmest regards,

Like many of you, I am an avid reader of many
magazines, one of which is “O” magazine – produced
by Oprah Winfrey and her talented team. In one of
the Spring Issues, “O” highlighted four women who
were doing some incredible things in the world. It
was a very powerful column and gave me an idea
to do something similar with WE Magazine for
Women.  So my editorial team and I came up with
Women on a Mission. And it’s making its debut
with this issue. Eight amazing women on a mission
are sharing their stories with us.  Women who are
building sustainable businesses while making a
difference in their communities and the world! They
are: Soni Pitts, Wendy Morales, Audrie Eidson, Nita
Shah, Mollye Rhea, Eileen Bennett, Ann McNeill and
Cathy Bucklin.  These women “came to us” from
various sources. Some we read about in Google
Alerts, some were referred to us by our readers
and some I even found while surfing the Internet.
I invite you to read their stories (page 57) and
click on the links in the article to read the full
interview on our blog -
www.wemagazineforwomen.com.

In addition to Women on a Mission, the article
“Australia, What a Country” written by Linda Pereira,
our International Liaison and Travel Editor is a MUST
READ! After you do so, if you have not already
visited (or live there), this is one place you will
HAVE TO GO! In fact, much of our magazine is
devoted to the Australian Continent. We highlight
women and organizations from Down Under
beginning with Linda Lowndes, Founder of
Microskin, Inc.  Linda is another amazing woman
and inventor of what has and will change millions
of lives.

Australia has many women-firsts.   For instance,
did you know that in 1989 Dame Silvia Cartwright
became the first female chief Justice of a District
Court and in 1993 the first woman in the Supreme
Court?  In 1997 Jenny Shipley became New
Zealand’s first Prime Minister, and in 2002 Ann
Sherry was the first woman to head up a New
Zealand Bank?  Or that Patricia Graham, an aviatrix
from Australia, became the first woman with a
commercial pilot’s license in New Guinnea?

Besides all the “fuss about Australia”, in this issue
are more great articles, many written by new (to
us) authors and editors.  Articles like “Too Many
Decades in One Closet”, “Want to be More
Attractive to the Opposite Sex,” “Seeking Financial
Success,” “Networking, the Naked Truth” and “What
Women Want in a Website.”

Heidi Richards Mooney - Publisher & Editor-in-Chief

PS.  In this issue we have highlighted Women on the Line –
a Women’s Radio Show Broadcast in Australia.

Be sure and visit these other women’s groups catering to
women on the Australian Continent: Australian Women’s

Mentoring Network www.womensmentoring.com.au/,
 Women Making it Work Network -

http://www.wmiw.com.au/directory.asp,
Business Mums Network www.businessmums.com.au,
Australian Businesswomen’s Network www.abn.org.au,

and Country Women’s Association of Australia
http://www.cwaa.org.au/

Heidi

http://www.wemagazineforwomen.com/
http://www.womensmentoring.com.au/
http://www.wmiw.com.au/directory.asp
http://www.businessmums.com.au
http://www.abn.org.au
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The  BUZZ about WE….BUZZ
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This magazine is a great read!
Loved Louisa Bird’s article!! Cheers again

Joan, Colour and Image – www.colourandimage.ie

Hi Heidi:
What an incredible gift to
women your magazine is!

Congratulations.
Doris Helge, Ph.D.

Author of Joy on the Job
and Transforming Pain

Into Power

Heidi:
There’s lots of great

information in the magazine.
Thanks for sharing!

Meredith Eisenberg, Yellow
Highlighter Communication

http://highlight-this.com 

Heidi.  What an amazing magazine.  I love it!
I will definitely be watching for it in the future,
and will look further into it when I return from

Nashville. Thank you for sharing.
Tracey Ehman, Business Director - EPM
Empowernet (offering Pole Lot of Fun and

Spa Lot of Fun Home parties)

Hi Heidi, I want to congratulate you on your great magazine. I love reading and I thought it was great with lots of helpful
information. I would love to subscribe so I can receive it when published. How do I do that?

Ingrid Gonzalez - www.alcoconsultants.com 

I just had a look through the spring issue of WE. It’s definitely a good read. Thank you for posting the link
for us to see. I’m a writer and write for several women-centric magazines and portals, could I possibly

write for your magazine sometime? I’d love to! Please do let me know... Have a great week ahead!
Take care, Savia R. Freelance Writer

“So many people talk about what a
good idea it is to develop resources
for women in business, Heidi and
the WECAI team actually do it.”

-Lena L. West, Creator,
http://www.TechnologyDiet.com

and CEO,
http://www.xynoMedia.com

Awesome Work, Heidi!!
I cannot wait to get time to read it all. It is packed with great information. Congrats!

Chris Carroll
http://www.DirectSalesTalk.com

WOW  Heidi... I quickly went through it and saw our own Jenn and Marilyn in there. Plus Sage Hill Farms.
And a whole bunch of other interesting women!!  Great job!! Very well done.  Hugs,  Yvonne Osinga-Bisk

Heidi,   Another SLAM DUNK with the Spring edi-
tion of WE magazine!! It is so great to have a re-

source for the women business owner.
Teresa Morrow, CEO & Founder, Key Business Partners

You’re d
oing suc

h a fab 
job

with the
 magazin

e

(and eve
rything 

else!).

Very bes
t wishes

 from En
gland,

Louisa B
ird - Fo

under, W
omen’s

Marketin
g Forum

www.Wome
nsMarket

ingForum
.com
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The beautiful Caribbean region consists of some 30 nations and over 33 million people, interspersed in lush tropical settings,
occupying more than 2,000 square miles of ocean. Caribbean women can be found all around the globe, and wherever
Caribbean women are, they impact and uplift their communities and their families, but not always themselves.

Caribbean Women are multi-talented and resilient

THE MISSION

Caribbean Women Today, a vital division of Flight of the Spirit, Inc., is a group of social entrepreneurs committed to improving
the quality of life for people of Caribbean descent, particularly women and girls. Since 1996, Dr. Anita Davis-DeFoe has
worked to uplift women and that work continues. The mission at Caribbean Women Today is to encourage, educate, enlighten,
and personally equip women and girls so that they can live the life of their dreams, manifest their divine talents, and claim joy
and goodness for their lives. Offering tools, programs, services and products that serve to enhance mind, body and spirit is
the aim. Caribbean Women Today is committed to celebrating everything that makes Caribbean Women who they are, while
supporting them in their efforts to find out who they are destined to be…

Caribbean Women have a tremendous amount of untapped
Caribbean Women give unselfishly of themselves to others
Caribbean Women must come to realize their own greatness

      and expand their personal visions

Let us share this exciting journey together because….YOU are Caribbean Women Today!!!

Contact Information: caribbeanwomentoday@yahoo.com; anitadefoe@bellsouth.net
Dr. Anita Davis DeFoe, President/CEO; Flight of the Spirit, Inc., The DeFoe Consulting Group, P.O. Box 451973; Sunrise, Florida 33345

(954) 816-9462; (954) 747-9482
www.dranitadavisdefoe.com; www.caribbeanwomentoday.net; www.caribvoice.org

http://www.myemma.com/
http://www.caribbeanwomentoday@yahoo.com/
mailto:anitadefoe@bellsouth.net
http://www.dranitadavisdefoe.com/
http://www.caribbeanwomentoday.net
http://www.caribvoice.org/
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This Summit is sure to be an important learning experience for women entrepreneurs and professionals who wish to expand
their small business public relations and media marketing strategies and plans.

The WECAI NETWORK™ is excited to present this four + day webinar/teleconference Event to “Help Women Do Business On
and Off the Web.” Here is your chance to attend the Virtual event that is both educational and inspirational. Bringing together
experts in newspapers, magazines, television, radio and internet media, the Women’s Media Summit offers business owners and
professionals the opportunity to meet the people who can make a difference in their businesses and careers.

This four-day virtual event features interviews, workshops and networking led by some of the world’s most talented public
relations, media and business owners in the world. Our Summit is designed to help you develop your plans and strategies,
stimulate your thinking and assist all stages of planning your media and public relations marketing campaigns. During this summit
you’ll get to meet, chat, network, and get to pick some of the best brains in the public relations and media marketing today.

To register, click here!    http://womensmediasummit.com/register/

Join the WECAI Network™ TODAY* and you receive a FREE* Pass and access to all audio files from the Summit included with
your membership*! Join now! (link to http://wecai.org/application.asp)

How Blogging Can Help You Get Media Attention

How to Get a Million Dollars Worth of Publicity!

How to be a Media Magnet

How to create web-optimized media releases

Developing your Media Platform

Getting on Internet Talk Radio

The Inside Scoop of Getting Inside a Major Magazine Publication

When you register for the Women’s Media Summit you will receive more than a dozen resources including “Get Media Savvy –
The Ultimate eGuide to Promote Your Products, Services and Ideas to the World, as well as a workbook complete with
interview questions, outlines, forms and other valuable information to help you capitalize on the information gleaned from this
event… and more

Check out our Schedule, Lineup of Speakers and Session Descriptions for more information.

Read what attendees and guests had to say about our past Summits
(link to http://www.wecai.org/wwps/html/Testimonials.html)

We are so confident that the program we designed will take your writing and publishing to a whole new level of success… we
are GUARANTEEING YOUR SATISFACTION! Or Your money back! No questions asked!

100% Risk-Free Money-Back Guarantee

To register click here!      http://womensmediasummit.com/register/

*Free Pass and access to all audio files from the Summit when you join The WECAI Network™ at
the Charter Elite Membership level and pay yearly dues or when you join at the Global Lifetime
Membership level and pay the one-time membership investment.

http://womensmediasummit.com/register/
http://womensmediasummit.com/register/
http://womensmediasummit.com/register/
http://www.wecai.org/
http://wecai.org/application.asp/
http://wecai.org/application.asp/
http://www.wecai.org/wwps/html/Testimonials.html/
http://www.wecai.org/wwps/html/Testimonials.html/
http://womensmediasummit.com/register/
http://www.wecai.org/
http://www.women'smediasummit.com/
http://www.womensmediasummit.com/
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Tips for Women
$eeking Financial $uccess

by Richa Gulat

Money may be one of life’s most complicated essentials.
We certainly need it to live and usually want more of it
for enjoyment. But for many people the decisions
surrounding money are stressful. Surprisingly, women are
one group likely to encounter a difficult relationship with
money. As a group, women are more educated and well-
compensated than ever. Yet as leading financial experts
recently noted, being able to earn money does not
automatically mean that we manage that money well.

Suze Orman is one of the nation’s leading personal finance
experts and the author of several financial best-sellers.
Women and Money, her latest book, was published this
past spring. In choosing to author a book specifically for
women, Orman says she “never targeted women in her
books because she does not believe gender affects the
mastery of financial management.” She was, however,
astonished to learn how many “smart, accomplished, and
competent women” in her life were “clueless” about their
personal finances, leading to disastrous consequences.

Women’s roles have dramatically changed in this past
generation, taking many from home to the office for work.
The transition has given women unprecedented access
to money, but at the same time, female financial role models
are few. “It doesn’t matter whether I am in a room full of
business executives or stay-at-home moms, the core
problem is universal: when it comes to making decisions
with money, [women] refuse to own your own power, to
act in your own best interest,” Orman says.

Importantly, healthy
financial habits can
be learned. Though
earning a paycheck
is one element of
financial success,
making smart
decisions with the
money we earn is
critical, too. Below
are some simple tips
to get you started.

The Cost of Coffee

The hardest part of understanding how much to save is
taking an honest look at what you spend. Every small
contribution counts but how do you find out what costs to
cut out of your budget to save more effectively? One simple
solution is a spending diary. Keep track of every purchase
you make for a month, including all cash, credit, debit card
purchases. Patterns will emerge of where to stop spending

and start saving-your daily latte
might add up to over $100 a
month.

Turning FICO from Foe to
Friend

Healthy habits start young. Like
school report cards, check your credit report annually. A
credit report, which assigns you a “FICO” score, is your
credit “report card,” providing your financial health status
to all potential lenders. Routine checks of your credit report
can catch errors that can affect your ability to get a
mortgage, credit card, or even a cell phone plan. Even if
your FICO score is less than ideal, it provides a concrete
goal that tracks your annual financial improvement. The
government recently made these reports free at
www.annualcreditreport.com.

She cites fear, inexperience, guilt, and shame as common
reasons why many women avoid issues regarding money
all together. But that behavior does not serve women well:
many of life’s most important milestones, like the ability to
take out loans for school or to buy a home, for example,
and the ability to retire are all ultimately financial decisions.
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Don’t Wait for a Rainy Day

Don’t put off to tomorrow what you should start today,
especially when it comes to saving money. It’s easy to
convince yourself while young that concerns about saving
are for the old. If you believe that, simple math proves
you wrong. The sooner you start saving, the longer you
have to take advantage of compounding interest. For
example, if you are 25 and save just $1000 a year, it
would be worth $530,000 at the average retirement age
of 65, calculated with the stock markets historical rate of
10%. If you start just 10 years later at age 35, it will only
be worth $198,000. When it comes to money, time is on
your side.

The Hardest Part is
Getting Started

It’s all too easy, particularly
if you have made unwise
financial choices in the past,
to avoid getting back on
track to fiscal health.
Remember that just taking
the first step toward
financial discipline often the hardest part, so begin by
discussing financial issues with someone you trust, rather
than avoid your financial situation. Talking about money
may be uncomfortable but your relationship may depend
on it; money is the number one cause of strife among
couples, for example. If confiding in a friend or significant
other is uncomfortable, look for alternative resources to
get started. Books, online guides, and professionals can
provide basic financial advice.

Author Bio:
Richa Gulati is a freelance writer and
attorney based in New York City. A
graduate of Harvard Law School, she
has studied flamenco dance for the past
eight years. Her work is available at
www.richagulati.com.

Say Goodbye to Debt

Offered more widely and at younger ages than ever, credit
cards are an unavoidable temptation. Though they are
necessary to build the credit history required for loans
and mortgages later in life, maxed-out credit cards on
which you make the minimum monthly credit raise red
flags. Credit cards likely have huge annual interest rates,
often near 20%. It’s important to know each credit card’s
interest rate. A top priority should be eliminating all
outstanding, high-interest debt, starting with the debt with
the highest interest rate. In order to use credit cards safely,
charge only the amount you can pay off in its entirety each
month, unless it’s an emergency.

http://www.eyescreamshades.com/
http://www.eyescreamshades.com/
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One woman’s trash is another woman’sOne woman’s trash is another woman’sOne woman’s trash is another woman’sOne woman’s trash is another woman’sOne woman’s trash is another woman’s
treasure – How to turn your “trash” into cash!treasure – How to turn your “trash” into cash!treasure – How to turn your “trash” into cash!treasure – How to turn your “trash” into cash!treasure – How to turn your “trash” into cash!

by Heidi Richards

Exchange it! – exchange stores (unlike
consignment shops) give you cash on the spot or
credit toward a purchase for those items that are
almost new and no longer fit or are no longer
desirable.  Check out Plato’s Closet –
www.platoscloset.com and Crossroad Trading Co.
– www.crossroadstrading.com.  They carry and
buy popular brands, stylish “digs” and more.

Cupboards overflowing? – Oodle.com is the
perfect place to sell those unwanted household
items.  Post your ad and photo (for free) on a local
classified provider such as PennySaverUsa.com,
local.oodle.com or Lycos.com and someone
looking for what you are selling will find it.

Heard of Half.com?  Half.com is owned by ebay
and according to their site here are just a few
great reasons to list on Half.com: “No start-up or
listing fees... we only make money when you do.
Easy listing... using ISBN or UPC makes listing
a snap. The items you list are seen by millions of
potential buyers. Who knows, it could even lead
to a new business venture.”

And of course if you want  to sell your used
Computers, Consumer Electronics, (or other
categories) there is always eBay, the world’s
largest online marketplace... As a Half.com
member, you are already registered for eBay! Just
be aware of the fees you will be charged as a
reseller.

Don’t want to go the Internet route? There are still
old-fashioned garage sales and consignment
stores just for you!  And if you don’t want to sell
your “trash,” give it away!  There are charities in
abundance just waiting to “recycle” the treasures
you no longer want.

Here’s the scenario: You have a closet full of suits
from “back in the day” when you went to work in an
office every day, just hanging there taking up
space.  You tell yourself that you might need them
again someday.  But let’s be realistic. You’ve been
working from home for 5 years now. If you don’t do
something with those suits soon, they will be so
outdated you won’t be able to give them away!

And what about that bread maker your sister gave
you? Baking bread may have seemed like a good
idea at the time – and then you went on a diet.
And so did the whole family! No more bread for
you.  It’s practically new and you really don’t want to
throw it out but you could use the space... for other
things you will actually use.

Let’s not forget an office full of books, CD’s DVD’s
and video games taking up space in the room and
your head. And what about all the sports
memorabilia collecting dust in a corner of the
room?

Sure you could give them away or you could turn
these treasures into cold hard cash! A whole
industry was created just to take care of making
space in your home.  Online Auctions and
classifieds have sprung forth from all corners of
 the internet just to help put more green in your
wallet.

Here are just a few places you can sell your
“trash” online and make your wallet overflow
instead of your closets and cupboards:

Craigslist.org – is an online community of
classifies and forums that is region-specific and
easy to use – and it’s free! There’s even a
section dedicated to cleaning out your closets –
click “for sale,” then click on “clothes and acc.”
When you post, details matter. The more
descriptive you are with an item, the greater
chance you have of actually selling it. And a
picture is worth a thousand words.  Include
pictures of those hot off your hanger items.

© Heidi Richards is the author of The PMS Principles, Powerful
Marketing Strategies to Grow Your Business and 7 other books.

She is also the Founder & CEO of the WECAI Network™   – a
Global Network of Organizations and Resources that

“Helps Women Do Business on and off the WEB.” You can list
your company for free at www.WECAI.org.

Ms. Richards can be reached at Heidi@successandthensomee.com
or heidi@wecai.org.

http://www.platoscloset.com/
http://www.crossroadstrading.com/
http://www.WECAI.org/
mailto:Heidi@successandthensomee.com/
mailto:heidi@wecai.org
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“The Bible of Workplace Happiness.” Hun-
dreds of proven, easy-to-implement
strategies that create joy and fulfillment
at work. Material was drawn from inter-
views with employees and managers in
21 diverse organizations. Evidence of
significant improvements in employee
satisfaction, morale, motivation, produc-
tivity, teamwork, and customer service.
Managers unlocked hidden potential so
leadershiimproved.  Over 100 user-
friendly exercises help readers integrate
new knowledge and skills.

The mesmerizing story of a black woman born
to white parents during the most unforgiving
years of official racism in South Africa. Sandra
Laing was officially registered and raised as a
white child. But when she was sent to a
conservative boarding school, she was
mercilessly persecuted because of her dark skin

and frizzy hair-the results, her
parents said, of a genetic
throwback. In 1966, when
Sandra was ten, the police
removed her from school and
she was reclassified as ‘colored.’
In a bitter court battle followed
closely by the press, Sandra’s
parents fought, and lost. Then,
as a teenager, Sandra eloped
with a black man, and her
parents disowned her. Her long,
troubling search and their
ultimate reunion forms the
book’s surprising and deeply
moving conclusion.

Monday Morning Leadership for Women
is a wonderful story about how to
balance work and life! Written in a
pleasant, easy-to-read tone, it takes you
on a journey with a struggling manager
and her mentor. The fictional characters,
Taylor and Stephanie, meet on eight
consecutive Mondays at Starbucks. Their
discussions are open and candid about
how to handle work and life. Monday
Morning Leadership for Women is written
with vivid stories and keen insights. The
book is easy to read and has applicable
learning points to take away.

Infopreneurs sell valuable
information online in the form of
books, e-books, special reports,
audio and video products,
seminars, and other media. This
definitive guide will show how to
master the tools and tactics of
the most successful infopreneurs,
so you can succeed at producing,
m a r k e t i n g , s e l l i n g , a n d
automating delivery of
information products online. This
guide comes complete with
interviews of successful
infopreneurs.

With women making up only 14 percent of Congress
and eight women CEOs in the entire group of Fortune
500 companies, women’s collective
voices are clearly underrepresented. Nor
are they proportionately present on the
airwaves or the op-ed pages of the
country’s newspapers. This book helps
right that imbalance by giving women a
platform for voicing their opinions,
priorities, hopes, and ideas for change.
The book includes short experiences,
stories, thoughts, and meditations written
and shared by women around the world.

Real-world advice, secrets and lessons on how to make
a million dollars from a mom who turned her kitchen table
idea into a successful business while keeping her family

and kids Job #1.  MOMMY
MILLIONAIRE will give you the tools
you need to create your fortune,
including: * How to develop & patent
an idea * How to make a cold call *
How to get on QVC and so much more!
Crammed with detailed information
designed to simplify the fundamentals
of starting and running your own
business, Mommy Millionaire is full
of proven strategies for success,
revealing rare insights and exclusive
insider secrets nobody else will tell
you about what it really takes to make
a million dollars from your own home.

Worth Reading....Worth Reading....Worth Reading....Worth Reading....Worth Reading....

by Doris HOlge, Ph.D.

by Valerie Sokolosky

by Marie C. Wilson

 by Judith Stone

by Stephanie Chandler

by Kim Levine

http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/0976268647?ie=UTF8&tag=edenflorist&link_code=as3&camp=211189
http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/0786868988?ie=UTF8&tag=edenflorist&link_code=as3&camp=211189/
http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/0971942471?ie=UTF8&tag=edenflorist&link_code=as3&camp=211189/
http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/0470050861?ie=UTF8&tag=edenflorist&link_code=as3&camp=211189/
http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/1930722362?ie=UTF8&tag=edenflorist&link_code=as3&camp=211189/
http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/0312354576?ie=UTF8&tag=edenflorist&link_code=as3&camp=211189/
http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/0976268647?ie=UTF8&tag=edenflorist&link_code=as3&camp=211189
http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/0971942471?ie=UTF8&tag=edenflorist&link_code=as3&camp=211189/
http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/1930722362?ie=UTF8&tag=edenflorist&link_code=as3&camp=211189/
http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/0786868988?ie=UTF8&tag=edenflorist&link_code=as3&camp=211189/
http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/0470050861?ie=UTF8&tag=edenflorist&link_code=as3&camp=211189/
http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/0312354576?ie=UTF8&tag=edenflorist&link_code=as3&camp=211189/
http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/0976268647?ie=UTF8&tag=edenflorist&link_code=as3&camp=211189
http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/0971942471?ie=UTF8&tag=edenflorist&link_code=as3&camp=211189/
http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/1930722362?ie=UTF8&tag=edenflorist&link_code=as3&camp=211189/
http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/0786868988?ie=UTF8&tag=edenflorist&link_code=as3&camp=211189/
http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/0470050861?ie=UTF8&tag=edenflorist&link_code=as3&camp=211189/
http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/0312354576?ie=UTF8&tag=edenflorist&link_code=as3&camp=211189/
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“Make Someone Smile Today - Send Flowers!”

Eden Florist & Gift BasketsEden Florist & Gift BasketsEden Florist & Gift BasketsEden Florist & Gift BasketsEden Florist & Gift Baskets
is a full-service Florist delivering to all of

North America. International service also available.
Place your order online at www.EdenFlorist.com or

call 800-966-EDEN (3336)

7100 Pembroke Road, Miramar, FL 33023 - (800) 966-3336 - http://www.EdenFlorist.com

simply mention Code 2117 when placing your order online
at www.EdenFlorist.com or at (800) 966-EDEN (3336)

Mention this ad and receive $5.00 off your first order!

Meet the Eden Florist Team!Meet the Eden Florist Team!Meet the Eden Florist Team!Meet the Eden Florist Team!Meet the Eden Florist Team!
Serving the communityServing the communityServing the communityServing the communityServing the community

for for for for for 2626262626     years!!!years!!!years!!!years!!!years!!!

http://www.edenflorist.com/
http://www.edenflorist.com/
http://www.edenflorist.com/
http://www.edenflorist.com/
http://www.edenflorist.com/
http://www.edenflorist.com/
http://www.edenflorist.com/
http://www.edenflorist.com/
http://www.edenflorist.com/
http://www.edenflorist.com/
http://www.edenflorist.com/
http://www.edenflorist.com/
http://www.edenflorist.com/
http://www.edenflorist.com/
http://www.edenflorist.com/
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How to “Give Smart” when it comes toHow to “Give Smart” when it comes toHow to “Give Smart” when it comes toHow to “Give Smart” when it comes toHow to “Give Smart” when it comes to
Contributions and SponsorshipsContributions and SponsorshipsContributions and SponsorshipsContributions and SponsorshipsContributions and Sponsorships

by Heidi Richards

AllAllAllAllAll
OutOutOutOutOut
ofofofofof
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I don’t know about your business, but in my retail florist there is seldom a day that goes by
without one person or organization calling requesting we support their cause either by
sponsoring the event (with money), taking out an ad, or donating goods and services.  My
staff and I realized a long time ago that if we didn’t come up with some sort of plan to justify
those contributions we want to make and to gently deny those we are unable to, there
would be no profits at the end of the month, and we could even be giving away more than
our profits! I was telling one of my friends that sometimes the requests come in so frequently
my middle name is now “NO.” a friend of mine suggested I start telling everyone who calls
that “I’m all out of FREE instead!”

Having a plan is as important with your charitable contributions as it is with all aspects of
running your business.  In fact, it can be a substantial outlay of money, time and product in
your marketing plan which means it is important to decide what to give, when to give, how
to give and to whom. And yes,  unplanned requests will come up from time to time – more
often than you have put in your plan. With a plan you can account for those as well.

Create Your Giving Guidelines

The first thing you need to do is to establish guidelines for those organizations you want to
contribute to.  Your guidelines can include the number of organizations you can help, the
amount of money you can contribute and the type of help you can offer (goods and/ or
services).  This will help you decide if the organization making the request falls within your
own “giving” parameters.

The next thing to decide is how you will allocate those contributions.  Will it be on a first-
come, first-served basis, will priority be given to your client base?  Will it be only those
causes that matter to you and turn down all others?

Create a Donation Form

In 1996 we created and began using a donation request form.  We have this form handy
to be faxed, emailed or handed to anyone who makes a request.
On that form we ask things like:

What type of support/contribution do you need?  (In kind, money, advertising,
volunteering, help spreading the word).
Is the contribution tax deductible and if so, what percentage?
Are you a current customer/client of my company?
How will my company be recognized for the contribution?
Does my company have access to the list of participants (for events)?
How will my contribution be used?
By what date do you need the contribution?

Tip:  If you are unable to give money to the cause, but want to contribute your product or service,
ask the organization what their needs are.  I have found it sometimes does not occur to the
organization to ask for a silent auction item, they are only thinking about ad space or sponsorship.
Most organizations are very happy for those companies that will give something, rather than
nothing at all.  (The Donation Request form as well as and several others we use to run our retail
business can be found in the Rose Marketing Workbook).

http://www.speakingwithspirit.com/detail.asp?pid=1000001/
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Establish Your Giving Timeline

One of the things on our form is a time frame for
requests.  In other words, when someone asks for
any kind of contribution we ask the date when they
will need it. Our criteria is the request must be made
at least 90 days prior to their event.  This has really
helped us to stay on budget and focus on those
requests we have already granted. By following our
plan we are able to use our discretion allowing us  to
occasionally grant smaller in-kind donations on the
spot, but this system has helped us to cut down on
those considerably as well.

Having a Donation Request Form and Timeline helps
us to justify all the times we have to say no and most
people are very understanding, especially when they
fill out the form and see our criteria in black and white.
We tell them to get their requests in earlier next year
and we will do our best to oblige.

Getting Your Staff Involved

Supporting causes is a great way to create a loyal
staff. Your colleagues and coworkers will appreciate
the opportunity to be of service to a worthy cause.
Especially when they can do so on company time.
That is not to say, they won’t want to get involved on
their own time, however making it a part of their work
routine will give them greater job satisfaction  and
helps to keep employees around longer.

Measure your Success

A survey by Performance Research found that of the 150 marketers surveyed, 54% said their ROI increased
when they had a plan in place. Of the 46 remaining 44% said they either did not measure the ROI or saw no
change.  Only 2% stated a decline in ROI when they started measuring.  See how measuring your success can
help you with your future “Giving” plans.

When You Give Smart – you will have more FREE: time, recognition and money at the end of the month. Making
the most of your contributions can help you to stand out in your community and in the eyes of your employees.
Giving should be something you are able to do because you can, not because you feel you have to.  Having a
strategy or plan can help alleviate stress, hurt feelings and shortfalls at the end of the month.

Your Return on Investment

While each of us likes to think that we do things out of
the goodness of our hearts, it is certainly an added
bonus when we get recognition for our efforts.  Here
are a couple of ideas you can use to maximize your
“exposure” for you time, talent and treasure:

Send a media release announcing your support of the
cause. I don’t recommend this for smaller contributions,
however if you are underwriting an event, or providing
a substantial donation of goods and services it is
certainly acceptable.

Ask the organization what you will receive in terms of
media exposure for your contribution.  Will you be listed
as a sponsor in their print and online media such as
invitations, brochures, website, signage?

If it is an event, will you receive any complimentary
tickets or passes to attend? I have used many event
passes to invite clients, customers and potential
customers.  Are you allowed to put your business card
or other marketing materials on the donation? With
flowers, plants and gift basket donations, we include a
business card and an enclosure card that says
Compliments of Eden Florist.

If you receive a list of attendees (with contact
information) use this list as a follow-up tool.  You can
send a postcard to the attendees thanking them for
their support of the cause (a subtle way to introduce
your company).  You can send them a small gift
representative of your company, or you can call them
up and thank them.

© Heidi Richards is the author of The PMS Principles, Powerful Marketing Strategies to Grow Your Business and 7 other books.
She is also the Founder & CEO of the WECAI Network™   – a Global Network of Organizations and Resources that

“Helps Women Do Business on and off the WEB.” You can list your company for free at www.WECAI.org.
Ms. Richards can be reached at Heidi@successandthensomee.com or heidi@wecai.org.

(All Out of FREE? How to “Give Smart” when it comes to Contributions and Sponsorships)

http://www.WECAI.org/
mailto:Heidi@successandthensomee.com/
mailto:heidi@wecai.org
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The Naked Truth

by Tracy Repchuk

NetworkingNetworkingNetworkingNetworkingNetworking
Networking is a breeze for some and torture for others. It truly
involves exposing yourself, putting yourself out there, letting
others get to know you…then you simply wait for the reaction.

It is this diverse reaction that causes people to be adverse to
networking and taking advantage of this critical part of the
business cycle.

Networking simply involves meeting and
interacting with others to improve the
status of yourself, your business, and your
product or service.

So let’s take a look at the five ways
to network so that it becomes

part of your lifestyle.

NetworkingNetworkingNetworkingNetworkingNetworking

1. The Initial Greet
2. Your Goal For Each Person
3. Becoming a Network Butterfly
4. The Money is in the Follow-up
5.  Growth and Expansion

1.  The Initial Greet

Remember that when you are meeting someone,
she is just like you. She is there to meet people,
get contacts, and grow her business, and you
are just as good a candidate to her as she is to
you, so be confident. Have good eye contact, a
firm hand shake, introduce yourself, ask her
what she does—make it about her—then you
can see where you fit in to what she does. You
have the advantage of custom tailoring the
conversation to what you can provide for her.
Keep your body language loose and relaxed, be
comfortable, and be yourself. Get passionate
about what you can do for her, and leave her
with a lasting impression.

2.  Your Goal for Each Person

Because you have managed to “cause” the
conversation and gained the advantage of hearing
about her first so you can casually pitch to suit
her needs, you need to think about your goal for
each person you meet. Is this a possible client, a
potential partner, a great marketing contact?
Whatever she does, she can probably help you in
some way, even if it isn’t for the purpose you
approached her for. Be flexible, and keep each
person in mind for something.

2.  Becoming a Network Butterfly

When you are at a networking event, time is
money. Once you have swapped cards, exchanged
information, and understood what the goal for this
person is, it is time to move on. You need to spread
your wings, politely depart, and meet someone else.
The key is in the follow-up after the event when
you can spend oodles of time talking, but right now
you have a mission, and that is to meet as many
people as possible, in the time allocated. The rela-
tionship building comes later.
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So you can pre-select the next person who
seems available, thank your current contact for
her time, tell her it was a pleasure meeting her
and that you’ll contact her when you get back
to your office next week. Good eye contact
again, firm handshake, and move to your next
person. Don’t worry about leaving her standing
there—the point is to not hang out with
someone who is afraid to work the room, but to
work it yourself. That, they’ll remember.

3.  The Money is in the Follow-Up

Now is the time when you take all your business
cards, get organized, know who was good for
what, sort them in a database such as ACT! or
GoldMine, and plan your strategy. If they were
possible clients, you call these people first. Have
a scripted message if you need one to make sure
your goal is met, and have another one that
you can pleasantly expound in case you get
voice mail. Then keep working them until your
objectives are achieved. And remember, this is
just like the networking event; you have a lot
of calls to make, so once you have the next
action step for them, or yourself, it’s time to
move on.

4.  Growth and Expansion

Networking is a vital part of your growth and
expansion, whether you do it at a live event or set
up a strategy where you can do it online through
various technologies such as landing pages,
autoresponders, and teleseminars. Make sure you
take care of all the people you meet—keep in touch
through newsletters or calls and emails—and good
management of these relationships will make a
significant contribution to your business.

Overall, if you are confident in what you are
offering, just follow the five steps and you’ll become
a networking pro in no time at all.

Tracy Repchuk is the “Marketing Makeover Mae-
stro” and specializes in product and corporate
launches and growth strategies using Internet mar-
keting tools such as landing pages, traffic, and
Internet marketing campaigns. She has been an
entrepreneur for over 21 years, spoken and trav-
eled to much of the world, and nominated for awards
such as Canadian Entrepreneur of the Year and
Chamber of Commerce Business Woman of the Year. She is also
an esteemed writer, particularly with sales and search term ma-
terials, and is the author of The Poetry of Business and the
Amazon.com bestseller 31 Days to Millionaire Marketing Miracles.
Find out more at http://www.marketing-makeover-miracles.com

http://www.marketing-makeover-miracles.com
http://www.hellodirect.com/hellodirect/Shop?sourceid=FsYnzqGLRFo-DaH7VM9s.lc5JNs0FHgV_g&dsp=100908&actn=addkeycodetocart&keycode=51010025
http://www.verticalresponse.com/landing/linkshare/index.html?PID=0&siteID=FsYnzqGLRFo-Hg9zocQVk4AWun7i9rPdvw&ID=0
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Build and maintain relationships
for the “long haul.”

It takes a long time to build trust, the foundation of both
solid professional and personal relationships. Set the
ground-work by approaching co-workers, clients and
vendors as if you will have to interact with them for a
long time. Show sincere interest and encourage them to
talk about themselves. Respect all levels of employees.

Relationships built on the “long haul” concept often
result in more business, promotions and networking
opportunities.

Never “burn bridges” – reputation is everything.

The quality of a person’s reputation is directly related to
the quality of the relationships he or she has built.
Following some of the most basic rules of etiquette can
make a huge difference in your perceived value. It is
important to always speak nicely about

others and never to place blame. Plan what you will say to
co-workers when you leave a company, being sure to show
your appreciation. Think about how to make your best
impression at the new company.

Maintain a positive, “can-do” attitude.

Having a positive attitude is one of the most important
characteristics of successful people and a critical
component of successful relationships. Achieving a positive
attitude can be difficult, especially if you don’t like what you
are doing or with whom you are working. Try “self-talk” to
help stay optimistic – repeat positive affirmations in your
mind and post positive notes. If you hear a co-worker say
something negative about you or act negatively toward you,
list reasons besides something about yourself that would
cause him or her to do so. List the positives in each
situation.

An up-beat outlook is contagious — it can make others
want to work with you.

Solid relationships are crucial for success in every facet of business. A
strategic mindset can help both new and seasoned professionals to strengthen

and maintain business relationships leading to career and personal
satisfaction. Here are eight proven strategies to help reach these goals.

By Renee Azoulay
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Be friendly, inject humor and remember that
“body language” counts.

Research shows that over half of human communication
takes place on the nonverbal level through body
language. If your body language communicates
enthusiasm and sincerity, people will tend to believe
your message. People are easily bored with
things that don’t move and naturally focus on
things that do.

Listen carefully, read between the lines and
work toward the common goal.

You probably already know that the number one reason
people buy from you (or buy YOU) is based on liking
you. When you are “real” and comfortable people feel
it. Look for opportunities for a little chuckle during
conversation. Get the person to say “yes, yes”
inadvertently and keep saying it.

Begin business discussions with areas of mutual
agreement. Read between the lines. Sometimes what
people say they want is just their solution to a bigger
underlying problem or question.

Be able to admit fault, say “I’m sorry”
and avoid arguments.

If you are wrong or make a mistake, admit it quickly.
Don’t fear the fallout; make it a healthy discussion.
Show respect for other people’s opinions and never say
“you’re wrong.” The only way to get the best of an
argument is to avoid it.

Incorporate qualities of a leader into your
day-to-day job responsibilities.

You don’t have to be a CEO — you are a leader if
someone is following you.  People who become true

leaders do so through the building of excellent relationships.
Some characteristics of leaders include:  enthusiasm; being

inspirational; hard working; subtly
and diplomacy; giving direction rather
than criticism.  The bottom line is that
people want to follow a great leader.

Look to give not to get.

Surveys have shown that contacting someone only when
you want something after not having been in touch can label
the caller a “what’s in it for me” type.  Take time to show
your willingness to give. Keep in mind something that
makes a particular person happy and acknowledge it often
— if it’s a newsworthy issue, send the person an article
about it — if it’s a promotion, send a card. Focus on the
person as a human being who wants to feel important.

Start today. Isolate one individual with whom you would
like to improve your working relationship. Review these
strategies, then take the plunge! Stick with it. Building
successful relationships takes time and so does making a
positive change. It can work!

 Smile

About the Author
Renee Azoulay is a seasoned Marketing Specialist and
Strategic Planner at Ventura Associates Inc., New
York City, a full-service marketing and promotions
agency. If you or your company would like to have
Renee bring an exciting and worthwhile workshop to
your company, contact her at (212) 302-8277 ext.

3008, or razoulay@sweepspros.com.

For many small business owners marketing can be an overwhelming challenge. It is
something many of us leave until it is too late to make a difference or have any real
impact on our business growth. In fact, so many of us are busy running our day to

day business operations, we overlook opportunities that are right in front of us.

Holidays, Events, and Celebrations all listed on our daily calendars.

With this unique guide you don’t have to wait until the holidays to start creating a marketing calendar for next
year. You can start where you are… TODAY! Right now! Once you create your marketing calendar, it will become

one of the most important tools in your marketing tool box.

Sign-up to Get Your FREE copy Today!

 includes 192 Marketing Ideas to Investigate, Initiate, Celebrate, and Formulate for Your Growing Business!”

                                              YOUR MARKETING CALENDAR

http://www.speakingwithspirit.com/yourmarketingcalendar.asp.
mailto:razoulay@sweepspros.com
http://www.speakingwithspirit.com/yourmarketingcalendar.asp.
http://www.speakingwithspirit.com/yourmarketingcalendar.asp.
http://www.speakingwithspirit.com/yourmarketingcalendar.asp.
http://www.speakingwithspirit.com/yourmarketingcalendar.asp.
http://www.speakingwithspirit.com/yourmarketingcalendar.asp.
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Women’s Writing & Publishing SummitWomen’s Writing & Publishing SummitWomen’s Writing & Publishing SummitWomen’s Writing & Publishing SummitWomen’s Writing & Publishing Summit

Learn How to Create, Publish, and Promote Your Books

Writing, Publishing & Promoting Your Book Audio Program Now Available!

Audio ProgramAudio ProgramAudio ProgramAudio ProgramAudio Program

Here’s what you get:

Session 1 - Partnership Publishing - How and when to
use the Combined Forces of Publisher and Author to

Produce Your Next Book with Linda Radke

 In this session you will learn the distinction between
Standard (traditional) publishing, self-publishing and

Partnership publishing including why you might want to
use the latter to get your book in the hands of your

readers.

Session 2 - So You Want to Write a Book! with
Ann McIndoo

Learn how to prepare to write Learn what to do before you
pick up your pen Create the structure for your book

Organize your materials Write Your Book

Session 3 - What to Expect When Working With a
Literary Agent with Sharlene Martin

In this session you will learn the inside secrets of a well-
respected literary agent who has represented major

players in book publishing.

Session 4- Publishing Books - The New Book Model
with Dan Poynter

Discover digital printing and then multipurpose your core
content into eBooks, audio, POD, special reports, articles,

seminars, consulting and more. Dan will share The New
Book Model: a plan for approaching agents and publishers

while self-publishing at the same time.

Session 5 - How to Leverage Your Contacts to
Promote Your Book with Lynne Waymon

Tackles the big issues of how to create a network and how
to deepen relationships with people in that network, how
you can get the most help from your network and how

to fit networking into your already busy life to
promote your book.

On July 19-21 & 25th, 15 experts came together to share their wisdom and knowledge about writing, publishing
and promoting your book.  And we  recorded every session!  What does that mean? It means you can access
more than 15 hours of incredible, life altering information to make your dreams a reality.  And you can access

them from the comfort of your home or your home office computer via mp3 and WAV audio files.
All for one low price of $57.00!

Session 6 Publishing Options – Which One Is Right for
YOU with Sherri McConnell

Learn about the current state of the publishing world and
hear the view from someone who comes in contact with

thousands of published authors every year and knows there
is more than one path to become a successful author.

Session 7 - Insider “Secrets” to Get into Major
Publishing Houses and Into the Hands of Your Readers

with Kim Weiss

In this session, Kim will share her years of experience
working with writers such as Jack Canfield and Mark Victor

Hansen and what they did to become two of the best
selling authors of all time.

Session 8 - The Art and Science of Working with a
Co-Author and Writing Children’s Books with Debra

Shiveley Welch

Working with another author can be wonderful or terrible, or
anywhere in between. - What’s it’s like to write a book

when your co-author is 11 (years old), how to put the ideas
on paper and into the hands of your intended audience,

and much more!

Session 9 - Copywriting Secrets Every Author Needs to
Know with Rosalind Sedacca

In this session Roz shares copywriting secrets for authors
on creating websites, writing sales pages, generating

public relations attention, acquiring testimonial
endorsements and more. Rosalind will be sharing many of

these insights in her presentation.

Session 10 - How to Make Your Book an AMAZON.com
Best Seller with Kathleen Gage

In this session you will learn the step-by-step formula
Kathleen used to take her most recent book to bestselling
status on Amazon.com in less than 24 hours after release.

She has successfully helped other authors achieve the
same results.
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 Learn how to reach millions of potential buyers, offer
incredible incentives for people to buy your book on a

specific day and have a team of marketing mavens telling
everyone they know about your book and where to buy it.

It is not difficult to do, but if you miss any part of it,
you can fail miserably.

Writing, Publishing & Promoting Your Book Audio Program (continued)

Session 11 - From Book Signing to Best Seller: An
Insider’s Guide to Conducting a Successful Low-Cost

Book Signing Tour with Jo Condrill

In this session Jo will show you how easy and fun it is
 to do a book signing tour and sell many more books

in the process.

Session 12 - The Busy Author’s Guide to Writing on
the Run with Linda & Allen Anderson

In this session Linda and Allen will share with you their
top tips for “writing on the run” gleaned from years of
writing, sharing and learning from their own circle of
aspiring and seasoned authors their award winning

“Writing on the Run” Newsletter.

What the attendees received:

Access to each of the 15 teleconferences/webinar sessions.

All resources including the 40+ page Workbook, eBooks, Worksheets and eGuides

Dozens of additional resources to help you achieve your dream of writing a book including 3
bonus mastermind sessions.

When you sign up you are automatically eligible to attend our book mastermind sessions at no
additional cost – each one is recorded so if you miss out, you won’t miss the content and all the
valuable resources shared by our members and guest experts.

Session 13 - How to Set up Your Own Small
Publishing Company with Betty Dobson

In this session, Betty goes through the steps to setting
up your own publishing company, talk about her journey

as a writer/publisher/editor, share her “secrets” to get
recognized for your work and answer those questions

you thought of and were unable to ask!

Session 14 - How to Use the Internet to Promote
Your Book with Donna Gunter

Now that you’re book is complete, how can you get
people to buy it? In this workshop, you’ll learn to use the
power of Internet Marketing to help you publicize, market,

and sell your book more effectively.

Session 15 - Let the Universe be Your Guide - Using
the Laws of Attraction to Get Your Book Written and
Published and So Much More! with Marilyn Jenett

In this session you will learn how the synchronicity and
guidance that ruled Marilyn’s  entrepreneurial life

continued to govern the creation of a story and soon to
be published book, Feel Free to Prosper: An

Entrepreneurial Memoir of Synchronicity and Guidance.

Click the BUY Now Button to purchase your copy of the audio program now!

Buy Now!

http://www.wecai.org/wwps/html/registration.html/
http://www.wecai.org/wwps/html/registration.html/
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“What is the Secret to Success?”

In His Words...
S
U
C
C
E
S
S

by Bob Burg

I was recently asked to be one of several people to
contribute an article that answered the question, “What
is the Secret to Success?”

While I was honored to be asked, I also realized that –
by the very nature of the question, there is an inherent
problem. And that is, before one can legitimately answer
the question and hopefully provide some helpful
information, the very term, “Success” must first be
defined.

Does that seem “nitpicky?” I don’t think so. I believe that
if it’s not defined then the very answer is going to be
confusing. In fact, I believe that if the term is not first
defined, then the confusion will become more and more
exaggerated with each different answer.

Why? Because both the writers and the readers are
most likely all coming from different perspectives. Some,
more different than others, but still different.

You see, ten different people can each have their own
definition of success; a definition different from the other
nine, thus, one person’s answer; based on their own
personal belief system, is misunderstood and taken out
of context by the others, operating out of their personal
belief systems.

This is why you’ll sometimes hear someone say,
“Success isn’t everything” when what they really mean
is, “Money isn’t everything.” (They have defined success
as being money, and only money.)

So, for our purposes, let’s define “Success” as “A
feeling of peace of mind and genuine happiness based
on having lived up to one’s potential.”

This could include an entire life of success or success
with regards to an individual and specific
accomplishment. It could also be for a specific area of
life itself, such as – but not limited to – success of a
financial, spiritual, physical, emotional, or relational
area.

Based on our definition, we could legitimately say that,
“to the degree one lives up to their potential in the
specific area they are targeting for success, that is the
degree to which they are successful.

Now that we have our definition, let’s answer the
question, “What is the Secret to Success?”

I believe that success in any area can be achieved
utilizing three basic principles sandwiched in between
two vitally important concepts.
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I call this,
“The Success

Formula”

Principle #1

Seek out and find
the information (the
system). If success
in any of its forms
as defined above
has been achieved
by anyone, it can
be achieved by
everyone. Even if
one is not an

inventor, they can surely follow the advice and teaching
of one who has successfully accomplished a goal.
Fortunately, these teachings can be purchased through
books, audios, Internet programs, live seminars, etc.
Sometimes through a mentor who will take you under
his or her wing. Regardless of the medium, the
information is out there. You need to research it and
find it.

Principle #2

Apply the information immediately. Knowledge without
action is the same as having no knowledge at all.

Principle #3

Be persistent. As the Sages taught, “The righteous
person falls down seven times but gets up eight.

Bob Burg (www.burg.com) is author of
“Endless Referrals:

Network Your Everyday Contacts into Sales.”
You can register for his free

“Endless Referrals Video Briefs”
by going to his website. To subscribe to his

free weekly ezine,
 “Winning Without Intimidation,

visit www.burg.com/newsletter.html.

Now, for these three principles to work, they
must be sandwiched within the framework of

two very important concepts:

#1 Desire.

This is where it all begins. One must have a desire that is all-
encompassing. (If we’re talking about overall success in life,
then this would be one’s “Life Purpose” or Dharma. If we’re
talking about a specific goal then this need not be the case.)
This does not mean the person should be “emotionally
attached” to the results. “Attachment” is a negative. It does,
however, mean that they are so immersed in their desire that
it makes it possible to utilize the Three Principles of “The
Success Formula” for the most powerful results.

#2 Belief.

This is where it all ends. One’s belief in themselves and the
purpose of the goal must be so strong that nothing can hold
them back from accomplishing what they desire to
accomplish.

So, as we define success, let’s also ensure ourselves of a
way to consistently achieve it. My suggestion is to follow
“The Success Formula.”

 (www.TheSuccess
    Formula.com)

Now, for these three principles to work, they
must be sandwiched within the framework of

two very important concepts:

http://www.burg.com/
http://www.burg.com/newsletter.html/
http://www.TheSuccessFormula.com/
http://www.TheSuccessFormula.com/
http://www.burg.com/f-er.html
http://www.thesuccessformula.com/
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Tips to Search Engine Optimization and more…
by Heidi Richards

Tips to Search Engine Optimization and more…
Never launch your website until you have checked
for spelling errors and made sure all your links are
working properly.  Search engines will have a time
indexing it if the spider is not able to reach the
URL or words are misspelled.

Put the most important keywords at  the beginning
of your paragraphs.

Make it easy to do business with you.  The
ordering process should be as easy as
possible and the offer should be explained
in simple terms.  Even if you sell rocket
fuel, not all your customers will be rocket
scientists.

The order and fulfillment process should
be completely automatic.  Your time
and energy are best spent in promotion
(marketing) not in doing paperwork.

Target the audience most likely to buy
your products and services.  Sending
your marketing message to a specific
group can dramatically increase your
response rates.

“Sell” FREEBIES – by that I mean advertise things
you can give-away to gain access to the market
you are targeting.  This can include a free ebook,
ecourse, seminar or report.

Prospects don’t have time to waste, make your
content concise, understandable and to the point.

When it comes to website design, remember that
the message is often more important the esthetics
(look) of the site.  However, make sure your site is
professional in appearance so customers will take
you seriously.

 Consumers react more positively to
promotional messages between the hours

of 5 pm and 8 pm as they tend to check
messages right when they come home
from work and shortly after dinner.
Friday’s and Saturday’s work well with this
group.
(Source: Research Recommendations)

Be
consistent

in your
message.
Frequency

pays in
big ways.

Marketing tip – to improve your odds of clients
actually reading your emails send your marketing
promotional notes to corporate clients between 11
am and 3 pm. Avoid the early morning – most people
are weeding through last night’s email and
discarding the junk.  Stay away from late afternoon
as people are rushing to complete projects, meet
deadlines and are more interested in going home
than in doing business with you.  Tuesday’s,
Wednesday’s and Thursday’s are the best days to

send promotional messages.

Hitslink. It’s a better tracking
program than what my hosting

company offers, and it gives
detailed real-time statistics like

what keywords people use to get to my
site, where all the traffic is coming
from, what pages they leave from, and
how many people are at my website at the
precise moment I am reading the stats.
You can learn more about it at http://
os.hitslink.com/

Thanks.com is a new spot awards site, offering a
variety of solutions both Free and paid, online and
offline to Say thanks for a job well done, you are
appreciated and more.  Check it out at
www.thanks.com

leadQ – There is no better way to improve your online
results in the Pre-Purchase phase of engagement
with a potential customer than to involve them in a
live chat. Whether you are looking to increase the ROI
of your online spend, capture personal information
about your visitor or to increase registration. inQ has
a product and a solution to increase your metrics 2 -
3 times your current results. for more information, visit:
www.inq.com

Check out Really Useful Sites for International
Trade Professionals, a free, bi-weekly email

publication of FITA - The Federation of
International Trade Associations. Please feel free

to subscribe to this newsletter at
http://fita.org/useful.”

........ebriefs

http://os.hitslink.com/
http://os.hitslink.com/
http://www.thanks.com/
http://www.inq.com
http://www.fita.org/useful/
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© Heidi Richards is the author of The PMS Principles, Powerful Marketing Strategies to Grow Your Business and 7 other books.
She is also the Founder & CEO of the WECAI Network™   – a Global Network of Organizations and Resources that

“Helps Women Do Business on and off the WEB.” You can list your company for free at www.WECAI.org.
Ms. Richards can be reached at Heidi@successandthensomee.com or heidi@wecai.org.

Bazaarvoice provides hosted customer ratings and review features for ecommerce Web sites. Bazaarvoice
hosts the technology and content that is integrated in your product pages. Your customers come to your
website to post and read reviews within your own brand experience. We manage the functionality, content
review, and analysis to accommodate the posting, acceptance, and publishing of each review. All this
means lower costs and less work to have best-practice ratings and reviews on your website!  The ratings
tools are customizable to match the marketer’s Website design, without the installation of hardware or
software.  Check it out at www.bazaarvoice.com.
Customer Focus CalculatorCustomer Focus CalculatorCustomer Focus CalculatorCustomer Focus CalculatorCustomer Focus Calculator

As proud as you may be of your organization and your product or service, most customers only care
about how well you can help them meet their wants and needs. If you want more of them to buy, your
focus has to be on your customer. How do you communicate that to them? With the words you use on
your site. Are you talking mostly about them and their needs or are you talking mostly about yourself? To
help you answer that question, Future Now developed a unique and free analysis tool that counts certain
words on your site that are key indicators of whether your focus is on the customer or not. Go to
www.futurenowinc.com

http://www.WECAI.org/
mailto:Heidi@successandthensomee.com/
mailto:heidi@wecai.org
http://www.futurenowinc.com/
http://www.BRASTRAPPING.COM
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What Women Want In A Web SiteWhat Women Want In A Web SiteWhat Women Want In A Web SiteWhat Women Want In A Web SiteWhat Women Want In A Web Site
By Nina Menezes

What women want vs. what men want?

In many ways Web sites geared towards men and
women mirror their print magazine counterparts.
Many men’s magazines focus on cars, technology
and gadgets while women’s magazines focus on
beauty, relationships and nature.

In the online world appealing to women’s interests
and wants is much different than a man’s. When
creating a Web site that targets women you should
keep in mind that most women are looking for more
than just information. They’re looking for the
person behind the Web site.

Women want to know who the person is and if they
can be trusted, while men are more concerned with
the nuts and bolts of the site and what they can
get out of it.

Give ‘em someone they can trust

When you target women, give them your core
message up front. Tell them what your business or
service is about and how it can benefit them.
Personal testimonials are important because they
show you as being a real person who is trustworthy
and has their best interests in mind.

If your target market is primarily women, you would
do well to set up your site more like a community
than a fact sheet. Creating a forum is one way to
develop community as is adding comments from
women who have used your site and found it to be
worthwhile.

While it may come as a shock to some people you know that men and women are different. And their
differences extend far beyond simple anatomy.

Tradition suggests that men tend to be hunters while women tend to be nurturers and this tradition
has more to do with web sites than you might think.

Quick information is best

Men are also happy pouring over large amounts
of data. However, women prefer information to
be to the point rather than long winded. It’s not
that women can’t interpret large chunks of
information, rather they respond better to quick
and timely content. In addition, many women are
juggling family and careers so their time to scan
tons of information is limited.

Another important point to remember is that
women do not like being sold to. Don’t use
information simply as a tool to get them to buy
something. That’s the easiest way to abuse the
trust they put in you and your products and
services.

A sale should be a natural reaction inspired by
good, honest content.

Unless you’re dealing with women in a specific
field of technology, it’s best to avoid technical
jargon. Your content needs to be clear and simple
with easy to understand language.

Why is credibility so important?

As mentioned earlier testimonials, are great.
Women really value credible information and
resources that can be backed up. Don’t just try to
sell them your product or service, let them know
how it can make their life easier and show them
examples that include others just like them who
are satisfied.

Marketing specifically to women is easy if you
follow some simple advice. Honesty is the best
policy. If you’re genuinely interested in making
their lives better, let that show through in your
content and you’ll do just fine.

Nina Menezes is a web designer who specializes in designing beautiful and professional websites that
are search engine friendly for women in small business. Her website is

http://www.interdream-designs.com.  Reach Nina at nina@interdream-designs.com or 416-250-1380.

http://www.interdream-designs.com/
mailto:nina@interdream-designs.com
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You are Invited!
Join us every First and Third Wednesday for The Live Conference Solution to Online

Networking for Women.  The WECAI Network™ brings together business, professional and
executive women for real-time discussions about a variety of topics of interest to them.

For more details about each event, refer to the Chat Schedule - www.eWednesdayChat.com

Here’s what some of our eWednesday Chat™ attendees have to say about our events:

“I loved it! It was very informative.” Teresa Morrow, Morr Services

“I really enjoyed the eWednesday Chat. I thought it was a great way to network, and the
topic was very well presented.” Jenn Givler, J Givler Coaching

“Very informative event. Catherine shared some great info!” Glenda Hinz

“This was a very timely topic - the expertise that was shared is extremely valuable in
 today’s marketplace.” Mary Ellen Davis Work Central PA

These events take place in the WECAI Network™ online conference room to sign up for
eWednesday Chats to to: www.eWednesdayChat.com

Hope to see you there!

Heidi Richards, Founder & CEO - The WECAI Network™
“Helping Women Do Business on and off the WEB™”

 

If you’re one of the 700 million email users 
sending over 30 billion emails every day, 

you can point, click and send vibrant video 
emails to anyone, anywhere in the world, 
anytime. Talk Fusion combines the power 

of television with the ease of email, 
allowing you to be in two places at once, 
share special moments and even build 

greater brand loyalty among customers. All 
without annoying down loads, pop-up 

windows, software t install or attachments 
to open. And with our proprietary 

technology, you can add razzle-dazzle to 
any message in less than two minutes. 

 
 

 
Create video emails that will impress everyone. 

After all, isn't that the point? 

It is so simple, anyone can use it. 
No Internet experience necessary. 

It's fast and affordable! 
Create great-looking video emails in the same time it 

takes to make a bowl of popcorn. 

Everyone loves Talk Fusion’s video email. 
Customer success stories. 

 

http://talkfusion.com/1000695/
http://www.WECAI.org/
http://www.eWednesdayChat.com/
http://www.eWednesdayChat.com/
http://www.WECAI.org/
http://talkfusion.com/1000695/
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Quickly convert paper documents into PDF files you can organize, 
share, and protect. Performance: 18ppm in simplex color, 36ipm in 
duplex color. Automatic color, paper size, and blank page detection. 

Compact and easy to use. 
http://www.fujitsu.com/global/services/computing/peripheral/scanners/product/s510/ 

 

 

Samsung's Q1 UMPC 
Samsungs Q1 – splits the differents between a laptop and a pda - Measuring 

roughly 5 by 9 by 1 inches, the Q1 Ultra sports a handsome, slightly 
thumbprint-prone glossy black finish. A touch-screen stylus hides in a 
hole at the bottom right corner, while the tablet's right side features 

USB 2.0, Ethernet, and VGA ports under a likely-to-break-off rubber 
cover. When packing your briefcase, the unit's AC adapter adds just 

under a pound to the computer's own 1.5 pounds. 
http://www.samsung.com/us// 

 

Never Miss A Shot Of Yourself 
So you spent thousands on a fab vacation, but you'd never know you 
were there from the pictures. This $25 extendable handheld support 
for your camera is a clever way to snap yourself. Open up Fromm 
Works Quik Pod, attach your camera, set the self-timer, and line 

yourself up in the tiny mirror. http://www.QuikPod.com  

Quik Pod 

Myvu Video Goggles 
Myvu video goggles lets you connect them to your ipod and watch 
a show. There’s a single 320x240 screen that - at least in the early 
version we saw - wasn’t quite as high-contrast or colorful as the 
ones from Icuiti or eMagin. That said, it’s properly suited to the 
iPod’s and iTunes’ basic video quality as a low-cost option, and 

MicroOptical is planning screen quality tweaks to improve the color 
and contrast in the immediate future. 

http://www.ilounge.com/index.php/articles/comments/wearable-ipod-video-displays-compared/ 

TECH TOYS 
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HOW TO CREATE BIZ CARDS THAT SELL
As an example, the following is the message on the backside of my business cards:
Worried your sales may sink?
Already sunk? 50% of new businesses don’t survive the first year. Another 45% are gone by year five.  I
don’t want you to become a victim of these statistics! That’s why I’ll give you my “From Survival to Success”
Kit for FREE:

-   100 FREE Premium Full-color BizCardsthatSell($29.95 value)
-  My celebrated e-Book “How to Boost YOUR Sales with Biz Cards that Sell”  ($197 value)
- Ongoing marketing advice through Success4You, my weekly e-newsletter ($37/ month value)

If you’ve got 10 minutes, I guarantee to work a sales miracle in your business.

Go now to www.BizCardsthatSell.com/We/Gift
Hurry!

This exceptional combined offer will not last long.
Will Perego - Founder & CEO

BizCardsthatSell.com

Who else wants to Learn the Hidden Secrets ofQuickly Turning ANY Business Card into a $21,357.64/Month
Automatic Sales Generator?

Get your FREE “From Survival to Success” Kit and transform your business cards into a sales tool.
Click here => www.BizCardsthatSell.com/We/Gift

FREE

Want a cost-effective way to advertise your business?

 WE magazine for women™ is considered the E-source for business, executive and professional women. Our readers are
made up of women (and men) searching for ways to enhance their life personally and professionally – that includes how to be better

at their careers, how to promote their products and services online and offline, how to increase their income and fortune, how to
establish a web presence, travel and technology tips, advice, resources and international news.

The magazine is sent (PDF format) to more than 10,000 subscribers and is posted on the WECAI NETWORK™   websites.
The size of the magazine is 64 pages, more or less.

Listed below are the current rates.  Should you require additional information, or wish to advertise for more than one year, please
contact Heidi@Wecai.org for special pricing. These prices are based upon the current subscriber base of 9,300 + as of March 15,

2007. This does not include the more than 200,000 unique visitors we receive each month which will increase the viewing rate
considerably. Currently our average for new subscribers is between 5% and 8% increase per month.

Posted rates are good through 2007 and are subject to change beginning January 1, 2008.  Take advantage of our special rates
today! Rates are quoted in US Dollars.

*Page size is approximately 8 inches by 11 inches

Full-color Advertising Rates

*Full Page ½ Page ¼ Page Business Card

1 issue $287 $177 $97 $57
2 issues $527 $307 $167 $97
3 issues $737 $437 $237 $147
4 issues $947 $597 $317 $177

http://www.BizCardsthatSell.com/We/Gift
http://www.BizCardsthatSell.com/We/Gift
http://www.BizCardsthatSell.com/We/Gift
http://www.BizCardsthatSell.com/We/Gift
http://www.BizCardsthatSell.com/We/Gift
mailto:heidi@wecai.org
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What a Country!
By Linda Pereira

G’day possums!1 It’s a lovely day down under.

We all know and love Australia’s most famous
exports, Nicole Kidman, Kylie Minogue and
Russell Crowe. All people of strong fibre, great
talent and an incredible survivor spirit. After
visiting Australia I have a renewed respect for
these larger than life personalities. They truly
represent my renewed admiration and love of
the Aussie.2

There is something totally captivating about the
Australian laid back attitude, spontaneity and
informality. However Crocodile Dundee did
nothing for the image. Despite their famous
informality and love of celebration the average
Aussie is hardworking extremely hospitable and
fiercely loyal to his friends and all things
Australian. Australia’s sheer beauty is difficult
to describe in mere words.  It also boasts the
world’s most ancient living culture.  Australia’s
indigenous people, have a continuous history
spanning at least 50,000 years. Theirs is the
oldest story on Earth, providing an irrevocable
understanding of the birth of the land, its
cragginess, spirituality and wonder. Standing on
a single rock rising from the earth like a giant
red heart, sandstone you suddenly  feel your soul
travel back 50,000 years... to a place where
creation began. Such is the unique wonder that
distinguishes Australia from everywhere else.
As far as wonder and enchantment goes
Australia has its own rules. Set adrift eons ago,

the Australian continent became a time
capsule and Nature’s canvas. Unique
desert wonders, Pinnacles and Bungles,
two giant coral wonderlands running
down each flank and scenery you’ll never
forget. Rainforest, outback, mountains
and savannah paint a colourful palette of
magical sights against a sky of a blue you
will find nowhere else on earth. From
unspoilt beaches, tropical rainforest and
rugged mountain ranges to vast tracts of
desert, this is a country of contrasts and
home to an amazing 16 World Heritage
listed areas.

Australia and its Aboriginal roots  is a
living legacy of spiritual knowledge,
understanding of land, culture, people and
the connectedness of all things shared
through rituals, art, dance, music, secret
stories and journeys into the mysteries
known as Dreamtime – the time when
ancestral spirits came to Earth and created
the landforms and all life.

1 A popular expression of greeting.
2 An expression commonly used to fondly refer to
  Australian nationals

Australia
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The landscape today is a map of the
spirits’ journeys and stories created
thousands of years ago to describe
these journeys are the same that you
will hear today. It is also possible to
stroll on a beach, walk a bush track
or wander down a road and find some
of the world’s most ancient art in a
library of rock carvings, and paintings,
some dating more than 43,000 years.
You can take your other senses on a
50,000 year journey too; hunt and
cook, or simply taste ‘bush tucker’ –
the native foods of indigenous people

– hear the chants and incantations of their ancient stories, or marvel at the modern expression of their
culture through dance, theatre, film and exhibitions. A visit to Australia is an opportunity to experience
a culture like no other.

134-Cygnet-Pool-Lake-McLeod-West-Australia

However not everyone ahs the possibility of getting to know the real spirit and the wonderment that
is this vast country. If all you have is a two week holiday then it is difficult to know where to start.

Sydney is, since the 2000 Olympic Games and its famous Opera
House, the first place that comes to mind. It is Australia’s oldest
and largest city, with a population of about 4 million people.
Hobart is the second oldest city in Australia and home to much
of the earliest architecture and intact colonial history. Melbourne
is Australia’s second-largest city and was once the national capital.
The site of Canberra was selected for the location of the nation’s
capital in 1908 as a compromise between Sydney and Melbourne.
It is unusual among Australian cities as an entirely purpose-built, planned city. Any Aussie would tell
you that typical city life in Australia reflects the vigour of a young, wealthy and ambitious nation
combined with a relaxed and casual outlook, and a passion for outdoor living and water-based recreation.

It’s a heady mix that sparks great energy
expressed by multi-cultural and cosmopolitan
precincts, fabulous festivals and spectacular
events. Each of the capital cities is a reflection
of its multi-cultural mix, ancestry, landscape
and climate. From the vibrant Asian and
Aboriginal influences of tropical Darwin to
the convict-built buildings of Hobart; from
the rich fashion, food and sports culture of
Melbourne to the cutting edge of Sydney.
While Brisbane is laidback, Adelaide is
elegant and Perth is a scenic city where water
sports abound.

Melbourne

Sydney
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My favourite things
to do in

Australia
The best way to enjoy these cities is to savour
the great wines and unique menus, or join in
the relaxed and casual atmosphere by taking a
ferry ride, enjoying the famous beaches,
learning to surf or to cook seafood.  You have
to immerse yourself in the lifestyle and to use
them as a springboard for adventure – from whale watching and cruising, to island tours, bush walks
and hikes, all of which Australia is famous for.

Alternatively you can do what I most enjoy and that is to catch a ferry with Sydney commuters each
day whose passage to work is through the waterways of the world’s most beautiful harbour. Or
something I am not courageous enough to do, that is learn to surf and sail at one of the many yachting
and surf clubs that are part of the many coastal cities’ landscape.  I myself prefer to join the thousands
who throng to the beach each weekend not only to top up their tans but to chill out in some of
Australia’s best restaurants. Or take a delicious drive through suburbia and notice how different the
architecture is in the various cities – each has its own trademark and style. This is a nation of festival-
goers, always keen to celebrate the nation’s comedy and arts, food and wine, music and culture, sport
and heritage. Sydney, Melbourne, Perth, Adelaide and Canberra each boast major arts festivals which
spotlight the best in dance, jazz, theatre, opera and more.

Or, for the pleasure of all pleasures just soak up the ambience of the Australian lifestyle in an open-air
cafe dotted along many bustling city streets.

Seafood platter for one at
ocean beach hotel

Then there is the Australian Desert, the second largest in
the world behind the Sahara. or the Daintree which is the
world’s oldest living rainforest  Another must is the
opportunity to step into Uluru-Kata Tjuta National Park, a
land where imposing russet monoliths loom over flat sand
plains, and you step into a world of mystery and legend.
This is the home of two of the most breathtaking unique
wonders in Australia – Uluru, a monolith rising 348 metres
from the earth or stay at night in the bowl of Wilpena Pound,
cupped like a colossal upturned hand as the centrepiece of
the magnificent Flinders Ranges National Park. A visit to
what the Australians call the Outback will amaze you. It’s

the Australian backyard and it’s made up of some of the oldest terrain on the planet, dotted with some
of the most amazing landforms. Australia’s heart and much of its landmass, lies in its outback.
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Those who visit Australia come away different people. Your soul grows and your spirit rises. You have
to set out with an open mind and a willingness to accept the immensity of the experience and open to
all that is new. Those who go there will want to return…and don’t forget to keep a travel diary…it will
be the adventure of a lifetime…so the beer is poured out, the camels have been shampooed, there’s a
spot on the beach waiting for you, the kangaroos have been run off the golf greens, your taxi is waiting,
dinners is about to be served and the locals have been rehearsing to welcome you for over 40,000
years…so where the hell are you?1

See kangaroos cross the road and rugged, remote landscapes
occasionally sprinkled with bush, scrub, grasses and gum trees.
Adventure to the back of beyond to experience the people,
places and wide-open spaces of the Outback. It’s here you’ll
find the true Outback spirit that made this Australia great. Out
in the Never, Never with the sun, heat and flies, the road
stretches ahead for ever. Outback stations and towns are
separated by huge distances; your nearest neighbour is hundreds

of miles away and the only changes in the vast landscape are from parched red earth to grey brown
dusty and fl at. To go to the outback is to go to the heart of Australia, to the big expansive colourful
beyond – out there to the great outdoors where you’ll find authentic Australia. You’ll need to head
away from the cities and the trappings of civilisation; away from the green and blue to the brown, red
yellow open spaces and treeless plains. From glowing red sunsets to the rich ochre soil and the infinite
black of the night sky, the Outback is the ultimate Australian experience. The Outback has a spiritual
feel to it, an undeniable energy that recharges and replenishes your very soul. Here you come face to
face with mythical Australia – red dust, empty tracks, unique wildlife, tall tales and larger than life
characters.

1 The expression used in the latest marketing campaign for tourism Australia and which sparked an   international controversy.

Two ways to
see Austrialia

Linda Pereira is the President & Director of CPL Events -
Event planning and consultanci firm in Portugal. www.cpl.pt

http://www.cpl.pt
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THE
GODDESS

IN

One of the most sacred sites in
Central Australia is Mt. Sonder.
It is of particular importance to
Aboriginal women of the
Arrernte nation of central
Australia. They call the
mountain Rwetyepme.And
they have a legend, of a
pregnant woman who did
wrong by the tribe and was
forced to forever lay on her
back watching the sun
crossing the sky.

But I have heard another, older ledgend.

Once,  long ago,  in the Dreamtime,  a beautiful Creation Spirit,  Rwetyepme
(pronounced roo-choop-ma ) was called from the watery womb of the inland
sea of the great continent of Australia.  She heard the sweet song of her mother
the Earth, calling to her with an ancient song.  Slowly,  she turned in her watery
realm and listened for a long time, as the song filled her being, and she took form.
Soon it was done.  She was ready to heed the call.

Rwetyepme walked out of her watery home and into the desert of the centre of
Australia and followed the song along the  trail her mother the Earth had cre-
ated for her.  The trail was very clear (what we now know as the MacDonnell
Ranges.) for her mother had raised herself up, up, up into the sky to make sure
her daughter would know which way to go.  She walked for many days and
nights,  in awe of the beauty of this earthly realm,  for she had only experienced
the watery womb of her mother.

AUSTRALIA
by Anique “Radiant Heart” Duc



Cascais Bay by Linda Perieira
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In time,  she came to the end of the trail,  for
the land no longer rose into the sky,  but
gradually became lower and lower, and the
sweet song she had been following, slowly
faded away.  She sat on the Earth and sang
her song of love to her mother the Earth,
thanking Her for this adventure and asking
why  her mother had called her.  She sat
and patiently waited as she watched the
colours of the land change as the sun moved
across the sky.  Soon it was night and she
settled herself down, lying down where the
mountains had stopped and she could see
the moon, her sister, in the night sky.

While she slept, she dreamed.  She dreamed
that she began to sigh with contentment
at the beauty of the world,  and to think
about why she had never met any others
like herself.  In fact, she thought about why
she had not met any others at all, of any
description on her Earth walk. As she
dreamed about these things,  her belly be-
gan to grow.  She softly massaged it,  feeling
a warmth and longing not felt before.  She
sighed and sighed,  soon the sighs became
moans,  as her belly began to grow really
big.  She spread her legs to give her growing
belly more space,  and as she did, she felt a
warmth flow from between her legs.  Her
moans became a song, as
in her dream,  she saw an
amazing vision of creatures
of every kind, walking onto
the land from her body.
Creatures who walked the
land, then flew into the air;
creatures who slithered onto
the land and slowly and sinu-
ously moved across the desert floor, to find
homes in caves and other places; creatures
who hopped from her body with long curv-
ing tails; on and on she watched and sang,
as every creature ever to live on the land of
this mighty continent was born of her body.

Rwetyepme stopped to rest and
breathe, as the unfolding halted,  and
she thought her work was done.  But then
she felt her belly contract again,  and from
her mouth came a sweet wail as she felt
the warmth flow again.  As she watched
this time, others like herself,  in many shades
of the Earth, her mother,  began to walk
from her body.  Her song became an
ecstatic celebration as she saw many like
herself, in all shapes and sizes, walk onto
the land.  Then came others who were
like herself, yet not like herself.  They did
not have breasts, but had other features
to their bodies.  She felt a deep sense of
contentment as she watched for what
seemed like years,  this magnificent act
of creation.  In fact, she had never felt so
happy before in all the Dreamtime.

Her joy filled the air as a majestic rainbow,
and the newly created birds came to sit
on her belly, and she taught them her
songs of sweetest contentment.  The
snakes came to offer their gratitude, and
she sang them the secrets  of life and
death.  The kangaroos came to be her
protectors and she sang them the song
of honour and courage. The ants came
to greet her and she taught them the arts

of patience and focus.
Emus came to offer
assistance and she taught
them the strength of truth
and integrity.  Many
kookaburras came and
she taught them the
beauty and power of
family and community.

Witchetty grub came to offer himself as
food and she sang him the song of taking
only what is needed from their mother the
Earth, and always giving back. As each
creature came to greet her,  she shared
her wisdom, the wisdom of her  mother
the Earth’s songs.

Kata Tjuta (the Olgas) the most significant
women’s sacred site in Australia.



Alfama District

Cafe
Brasileira
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Rwetyepme was so happy,  happier than she had ever been.  So she decided to stay in
this magical place.  To be with her creations,  to guide them and love them always.  To
sing with them and to them when they needed her.  And to this day,  you can see her,
with her pregnant belly,  giving birth to life by day,   and welcoming the ancestors to the
night sky as stars when the sun goes down.  There she lies,  Mt Sonder – Rwetyepme –
Spirit of Creation.

Join me on my tour of sacred sites around Alice Springs and Uluru,
and experience Mt Sonder, Uluru and other significant sacred sites

for women seeking to connect with the magic of the Land and the Divine.
Go to  http://www.goddesssacredsitestours.herwill.net/

and save your seat today by making your deposit.

I can promise you will have an unforgettable experience!

Two seats are already gone!

Anique “Radiant Heart” Duc, our priestess and expert on womens spirituality will add the
dimension of ceremony and ritual to the tour. Internationally acclaimed for her rituals which

feature beautiful singing and chanting,  Anique will teach us music and energy work to honor the
Spirits of the Land. Whilst in relationship with an   Aboriginal woman for 6 years, Anique was

priveledged to learn and share Aboriginal culture firsthand. She has been walking the Goddess
path for over 20 years. An inspired teacher, workshop presenter, singer/songwriter, author,

publisher, ceremonialist and public speaker, Anique is dedicated to awakening women to our
glorious matriarchal herstory.  Her depth of knowledge about ancient cultures and their sacred

customs and mythologies, enhances and enriches her tour facilitation.  To learn more go to
http://www.goddesssacredsitestours.herwill.net/

In sacred sisterhood,
Anique

http://www.goddesssacredsitestours.herwill.net/
http://www.goddesssacredsitestours.herwill.net/
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Diva
Down-Under

Tell us a little bit about yourself.  Your background,
how you came to interested in helping others

with skin problems, etc?

Meet Linda Lowndes, happily married to her beautiful husband Barry for 12
years. They have two beautiful boys, Joshua 12 and Pierce 7. Ten years ago
Linda embarked upon a most remarkable quest, was deeply moved by the story
of a young boy condemned to a life of confinement indoors due to a skin condition
which affected the skin’s pigment, changed her life forever.

As she set out with the overwhelming conviction that something had to be done to help this child, little did she realise the
years of work, research and struggle, which lay ahead.

As she  began to uncover the secrets which lay at the heart of the Microskin™ System, Linda came to appreciate the
profound implications her discovery might have for many people suffering the social stigma of birthmarks, burns scars and
other skin related disorders. Her commitment and dedication eventually led to the development of the Microskin™
System. Linda had overcome many obstacles to bring her amazing product to completion. Her reward has been to
witness the incredible shift in her clients and how they perceive themselves in a new light.

Tell us about your company,
Microskin  what your first year was like,

what your goals were,
what your vision was?

Microskin is a family owned business operating form
its clinic located in Wavell Heights, Brisbane (with a
fly in Clinic operating from the Concord Hospital in
Sydney NSW) Our marketing, research, trials, funding
have been done sole by the business without assistance
from a second party. After several attempts in
contacting the media, Microskin was successful in
obtaining an exclusive with Channel Nine’s A Current
Affair, which led to radio, newspapers and magazine interviews (including international interest) from associated support
groups. This also assisted Microskin in achieving a Comet Grant from AusIndustry. From here the business grew as we
engaged the support of companies to assist with legal advice, marketing direction, market growth. This enabled Microskin
to be a leader within its market within Australia and working in parallel with International interests.

Linda Lowndes

Here’s her story...
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What was your first year like?

Our first year was overwhelming as we entered into Clinic
trails with Professor Roy Kimble from The Royal
Children’s Hospital in Brisbane.  Once the trails were
complete on the 25th August 2006 Microskin
International was invited by Professor Roy Kimble of
the Royal Children Hospital (Burns Unit) to participate
in a world’s first tele / video link, which includes 700
(seven hundred) international delegates of the burns
association, where the findings of Microskin trials were
released. As a follow up to this Microskin was invited to
Hobart to present the Microskin System at the
International Burns Conference. At this conference 2
(two) papers were presented by Professor Roy Kimble
and Dr. Jonathon Mott on Microskin. This was then
followed by a press and media release conducted by
the Royal Children’s Hospital in Brisbane.

What do you enjoy most about what you
do? On a personal note, what do you enjoy

doing most outside of work?

I enjoy making people happy; it’s a simple as that!!
There’s nothing to it, to see a person travel around the
world to us, and to see their life turn around is beyond
words. After spending all day at work, its nice to come
home to my children, and to listen to them explain about
the wonderful day that they had at school. Like all
parents, on the weekend, there’s shopping, soccer,
karate, washing the cloths, cleaning the house and
enjoying a movie once in a while.

What do you most want to accomplish in
your career?  Personally?

My goal with Microskin is to achieve an international
business assisting as many people in need. This is what I
set out to do, and I will do it. This is my career and
personal goal.

What keeps you going, how do you
stay motivated?

Helping others would have to motivate me the most. To see
the changes in the people, that provides me with great
satisfaction that money cannot buy. It is a personal sense of
achievement that motivates me to continue and grow with the
business. Good fortunes will come from my hard work and
dedication.

What were/are some of the obstacles you
have encountered (overcome)?

By overcoming obstacles it grows you as a person and
makes your business stronger!! There is no such thing as
a business without obstacles, especially a “worlds first”
The only advice I can give “is to meet them head on”

What is it about your job that might keep
 you awake at night?

As a business owner with a family, every aspect of the business
keeps you awake at night. Direction, Expanding, Staff, Paying
Bills, Answering Emails, Meetings, Interviews, Media,
Marketing, and the list goes on…..by the way what time is it
(midnight)?

What’s the best business advice you
have ever received?

The only person you trust in business is the person who you
see in the mirror every morning (tough call).

What significant partnerships have played a role
in your success?

The partnership with Professor Roy Kimble with The Royal
Children Hospital, with his help Microskin has been presented
in Korea, China, England, America and Taiwan.
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Tell us about a typical workday for
Linda Lowndes

A day in the life of Linda Lowndes consists with getting
the Kids ready for school, rushing out the door to open
the business, working with different skin conditions
everyday, meetings, and working towards International
partners and clinics, coming home and cooking dinner
and then falling into bed.

Describe the strangest (or funniest)
incident you’ve ever experienced

in your business.

In 2004 as a finalist at the Yellow Pages Sensis Awards I
had a judge insult me about my product and very cheekily
asked me “what was in my formula” as he could not believe
that it could be so good and that a Brisbane Mother could
invent a product. After he was “politely” told that the
product was so natural that it could be digested without
harm, he laughed and said, “you typical Queensland cane
farm growers are all the same” Yes he ruined my day, but
I did have the last laugh, as we sent him a small gift….Ikg
bag of Queensland Sugar!!

What ways have you found to be most
effective for promoting your business?

Microskin is a product that sells itself. There is nothing
like Microskin in the World. We receive referrals from
Doctors, web pages, support groups TV and radio.

What one sentence would you like
people to use in describing the way

you do business?

With Honesty, Integrity, Love and Support.

If you could wave a magic wand, and get
any wish you want, what would that be?

And why?

To Open Clinics World Wide Tomorrow!!

What would you say is your
“Claim to Fame”?

       Inventing as claimed by Professor Kimble “a world’s
       first system”

Where do you see yourself in five years?

Around the world, as I did wave the magic wand in question
17.

Is there anything else you would like
to share with our readers?

Dedication and Commitment, Good Business ethics, staying
true to yourself. And If I could recommend a good book or
cd to buy it would have to be (a) The Magic of Thinking Big,
(b) Who Moved My Cheese and (c)The Present.

Visit Microskin at:
www.microskin.com.au
for more information.

Applications of Microskin™

“…words cannot describe how glad I am.
Now all there is to do is to let people

in my situation know they have
something to help them…”

http://www.microskin.com.au/
http://www.microskin.com.au/
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Build a Blog toBuild a Blog toBuild a Blog toBuild a Blog toBuild a Blog to
Go GlobalGo GlobalGo GlobalGo GlobalGo Global

By Laurel Delaney

Many companies offer free packages for building a blog.  But it’s
up to you to decide in what language to communicate.

Although English is spoken throughout the world and useful for
some blogs (such as Borderbuster.blogspot.com), only 28% of
the European population can read it.

The percentage is even lower in South America and Asia.  Over
time, slowly build a web site that communicates sensibly and
effectively with the world (i.e. Engadget).

Border buster Engadget

1. Don’t waste time thinking that Web globalization is
only about translation.  It is more often about customer
support, fulfillment, and user-friendliness.

2.  Design for overseas markets with multiple languages,
but start slowly with one market and one language.  Be
consistent and offer more than just a few pages of translated
content.

3.  Build your site for speed.  Get to the point fast.  Most of
the world connects to the Internet via a dial-up connection.

4.  Make your blog graphically pleasing but minimize
overloading it with large, bulky content that might slow
down the user experience.  If your content is more dynamic
than static, consider moving to YouTube, MySpace or
Facebook.

5. Market yourself and your business.  Did Richard
Branson make Virgin or did Virgin make Richard Branson?
To succeed, you must have faith in yourself and use good
marketing skills to get noticed.
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6. Have money in the bank.  You don’t know how long it’s going to
take to begin making money with your blog, so have a financial
cushion to see you through rough spots.

7. Develop a business-value proposition early.  What is unique
about your blog?  My experience is that plenty of big companies
would like to reach small businesses interested in going global.  If I
could capture this audience, large companies might pay for
advertisements, sponsorships and other promotions on the blog to
gain exposure.

8.  Determine whether your blog will implement e-commerce.
Users will often choose to purchase products from a blog in their language
rather than from one that isn’t.  If your blog doesn’t appeal to many of
those customers, you might be losing business you didn’t even know existed.

9. Get help from friends, family and business colleagues.  I
set up an advisory board to gain ideas for improvements.  Seek out
people you respect and feel comfortable with, and who know and
understand your industry.  Sometimes, the team you assemble
becomes more important than the initial business idea.

10. Execute on ideas.  I promise subscribers that my e-newsletter,
“Borderbuster,” will be published on the fifth of every month and I
see that it always is.  I also deliver on promises to companies and
contacts.  Remember, the best idea is worthless if it stays in your
mind or on a shelf.

Begin with the end in mind:  Know your audience.  Have users from
different countries test your blog for effectiveness on elements such
as translation, currency, time zones, and payment methods.  A
satisfied international customer is one who thinks the world of you
and your business and remains a customer for life.

###

Copyright ©2007 Laurel J. Delaney. All rights reserved.

About the Author:

Laurel Delaney runs GlobeTrade.com
and LaurelDelaney.com, both
Chicago-based firms that specialize
in international entrepreneurship. She

is also the creator of “Borderbuster,” (www.globetrade.com/
generic21.html) an e-newsletter and The Global Small Business
Blog (http://borderbuster.blogspot.com), which are both highly
regarded for coverage on global small business. Laurel can
be reached at ldelaney@globetrade.com.

http://www.globetrade.com/generic21.html/
http://www.globetrade.com/generic21.html/
mailto:ldelaney@globetrade.com
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Too Many Decades in One Closet
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After a strong cup of coffee I open the louver doors
of my walk-in closet with a sense of ceremony that
turns quickly into a sense of hopelessness. My closet
is a mish mash of this and that, pieces of color and
texture so different from one another yet each piece
in its time an exciting treasure. Each garment is an
individual find for its array of colorful attributes,
comforting stylish textures and dynamic details. All
acquired without regard to necessarily combining
in anyway.

I am about to make a stab at cleaning up while
facing up to a new era of myself as a mature
woman. So many possibilities of transformation
and one realization… that a new time of my life is
upon me, a simple time, less formal, more carefree,
with a shifting, changing figure and an altering
image of myself.

I am in a new era of liberation completely over the idea
of being a slave to trends. But still acknowledging
trends set by a youthful standard, with an appreciative
nod and maybe a purchase, thereby avoiding that
dreaded look of an aging dowdy matron, which is so
not me.

Looking back at each era gone by, I see a distinct image
of myself struggling to keep pace with the fashion
world. First it was all about looking great to feel good,
often working against my profile and happily
sometimes very in tune to what statement I was
attempting to make within the fashion structure of the
time. In the beginning, clothes could be fitted like a
glove on my young, vibrant in-shape body, while
diaphanous fabrics making a very decorative statement
exploiting my sexuality. Clothing was my identity.
Next, it was about preoccupation with fashion itself,
spending more money when there was precious little
to spare, fueled by ambitious desire and very little logic.



I think I’ll spend the rest of the afternoon curled up in my reading chair.
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Dreaming of a retrospective of my personal world
of fashion sends me into peals of uncontrollable
laughter.

In approaching this chore of cleaning up the clutter
of my closet there will be no room for sentimentality.
Sorting through the past trends that once
represented me, modern, artsy, bohemian,
provocative, freewheeling, outrageous, elegant and
sometimes classic; they are all happening here in
my walk in.

Pragmatically, I gather colors together and separate
by type. After some time it appears that, well, things
are sort of sorting out, but ‘ugh’ this is not to be an
easy task of dispensing clothes. I remember wearing
this geometric wool patched comme des garcon
skirt at some fun art openings with my black
enigmatic puzzle sweater by Ann Demeulemeester,
and wow this magical silk Shanghai Tang jacket
always made me feel exotic and alluring.

I need to assert my sense of new self and envision
what that means to me.

Following my instincts…out with all patterns…with
of course, an occasional exception.

Anything over 2 years old and definitely everything
that hasn’t been worn in the last two years. Out
with the pouf.

They are just taking up space and I know of some
charitable groups, like Dress For Success that gladly
accept a generous donation.

My new look should define the changing me;
confident, sophisticated, smart, calm, comfortable,
relaxed, organized and uncluttered with my sense
of femininity. Paring down what I do have to basic
colors, and a narrow focused collection that is void
of unnecessary detail yet retaining a style and
functional design with inspired elegance, changed
only by the seasons.

I adore the movement of fabric, movement with
free reign, fabrics hold such chance for elegance
along with comfort and style.

And keeping alive a bit of free-wheeling love of
adventure by taking fashion risks with a touch of
subtle ethnic.

After the morning spent reminiscing about my
clothes and their relationship to my life, reality
nudges my illusions and hope of some form of
transformation stays aloof.

Thank my lucky stars for friends, in this instance, a
friend, who brought me a divine lunch and a
fascinating book, “Nothing to Wear?: A Five Step
Cure for the Common Closet” by Joe Lupo & Jesse
Garza

I think I’ll spend the rest of the afternoon curled up in my reading chair.

Gabrielle Ruvolo, an entrepreneur, has carved out her place in the fashion world, Hot Moon
Collection was created to meet the needs of style conscious women over 40.

http://www.hotmooncollection.com

Did you know? Professions of the Past….

Ladder-mender (French remailleuse). Person who mends runs on stockings (mostly women’s silk or
rayon stockings).

Brief period (1940-1945) in Europe during which a large number of women were employed as
remailleuses during the German occupation of Europe. There were no more stockings to be had and
you made the ones you had last as long as possible by mending the runs first with a manual hook,
then with a more sophisticated electric machine (still hand-held).

That profession became obsolete as soon as the stockings returned and with the creation of Nylons.

Women took to painting their legs to make it appear they had stockings on.  Some went as far as
drawing a “run” to make it look more authentic.

http://www.hotmooncollection.com/
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These 5 These 5 These 5 These 5 These 5 SecretSecretSecretSecretSecret Strategies will Help You Strategies will Help You Strategies will Help You Strategies will Help You Strategies will Help You
FFFFFind Mrind Mrind Mrind Mrind Mr. Right.. Right.. Right.. Right.. Right.

Top 5 Secrets to Attracting a Wonderful Man

In order to attract a wonderful man you need to become a wonderful woman! You might think that you are there already,
but are you? Take a brutally honest look at your life as you work through the following steps.

1. Get Your Life In Order

It goes without saying that in order to be a well-rounded woman your life should be well-balanced. You will project a much
healthier image if you are a woman who ensures that all areas of her life are receiving equal attention. Often one or two
areas of your life can be put on hold while you concentrate on others. For example you may be concentrating on building
a successful career and have put your social life on hold. This is not balanced. Or you may not pay enough attention to your
relationships with family and friends or maybe you continually drive yourself and don’t allow yourself time to relax and
recharge.

Try the Wheel of Life exercise below: The eight spokes represent a balanced wheel. Take the centre
or hub of the wheel as 0 (totally dissatisfied) and the outer
edge as 10 (totally satisfied). Rank your level of satisfaction
in each area by putting a cross on the relevant spoke.  Draw
lines to join the crosses. The less balanced your wheel is the
more wobbly will be your ride through life. The more balanced
the wheel is, the smoother it will run.

Reality check:

a) Which area of my life is lacking?
b) What steps do I need to take to ensure that all areas

are equal?

You do not want to project an image of a desperate woman
who needs a man to complete her. Work on bringing balance
to your life, set goals and achieve them. You will then become
more attractive to men who will see you as a complete woman.

by Angela Paton
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2. Enhance Your Appearance

Unfortunately for us women, men are wired to be
stimulated by sight. This means that you need to make the
most of your outward appearance. Women who take care
of their appearance, project an air of confidence and this
makes them feel more confident too. It is vital therefore
that you are well-groomed and always look your best.
Consider how great you feel when you wear that dress
which always draws compliments. Now that is how you
should always feel about yourself. It is possible to feel
that way whether you are dressed to eat at the Ritz or
Burger King! The secret is learning to love your body and
dressing in the correct colours and styles.

Reality check:

a) Do I need to join a weight loss programme?
b) Do I need to see an image consultant to ensure

that I am wearing the correct colours, dressing
according to my body shape and am presenting
the right image?

c) Do I need to buy some new, more flattering
clothes?

d) Do I need to start wearing make-up or do I need
make-up lessons?

Booking a session with an image consultant is a great idea.
She can let you know which colours look best on you,
which style of clothing to wear, help to clarify your image
and sort out your wardrobe. She may even agree to do a
personal shopping trip with you where she will pick out
clothes for you to try on.

Bear in mind that most men also like feminine women.
Take a brutally honest look at your image and lifestyle.
You may have a high powered job but you can still be
feminine. Avoid sharp, short haircuts. Grow your hair out
a little and make the style softer if you suit it short. Add a
feminine touch to those stark business power suits. Soften
your voice and ensure that your manner is always feminine.
There is no need for a woman to swear or speak in a
crude way when she is around men. Celebrate the fact
that you are different from men, you don’t need to
compete with them. There is also no need to drink a man
under the table. It is not ladylike and men do not respect
women who do get drunk. Try to ensure that in all aspects
of your life, you embrace your femininity.

3. Practice Confidence

If you completed step 2, you should already feel more
confident in the way you dress. The secret to becoming
confident is to practice, practice, practice! Study confident
people and notice how they walk, their posture, tone of
voice and the way they interact with people, then try to
emulate them. This may feel phoney at first but what you
are doing is conditioning your brain to accept the fact that
you are confident. Neuro-linguistic programming (NLP)
teaches us that the brain can be rewired or reprogrammed.
Through years of unconfident behaviour your brain has
been programmed to respond and make you behave in a
certain way. In order to ‘reprogramme’ your brain you
need to practice this new confident approach. Once your
brain gets used to this new set of instructions, you will
notice that you begin to respond differently. Acting in a
more confident way will become a habit if you practice it
long enough.

Think of your brain as a field of long grass. When you
learn something for the first time a new pathway appears
across the field. At first it is a very narrow pathway but as
you practice this new thing over and over so the pathway
becomes wider and more defined. In the same way if you
no longer use a pathway it will become overgrown and
will eventually disappear. So it is with the neural pathways
in your brain. The more you practice confidence the
stronger the neural pathway will become and if you cease
to practice your unconfident ways then those neural
pathways will actually disappear!

Reality check:

a) In which areas do I lack confidence?
b) Who do I know who is very confident?

Study and emulate that confident person’s behaviour
for at least 1 week.

After that week, ask yourself the following question:

a) Do I feel more confident?
b) Am I reacting in a different way?

If the answer is ‘no’, then continue to practice.
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4. Change your Routine

You may not realise it but your life is in a rut. You have
already acknowledged that you cannot find a partner by
doing the things you’ve done in the past so you need to
shake up your routine. Do you take the same mode of
transport to work every day? If you normally drive to
work, catch the train (but be open to smiling and chatting
to people instead of keeping your head down). If you
normally eat your lunch at your desk go to the staff canteen
or to a nearby coffee shop. Do you normally go out to the
same pubs or clubs? Try different places. Even consider
changing where you do your weekly grocery shop.
Consider taking up a new sport. Team sports are great
for meeting new people (try volleyball or rowing). Or what
about golf, tennis, fencing or rock climbing?

The important thing to remember is that you always be
open to meeting new men at these places. Make sure you
have a friendly expression on your face. If a man makes
eye contact, make sure you smile.

Reality check:

a) What is my daily routine?
b) What can I change?
c) What new sport or activity can I try?

5. Look at the Bigger Picture

Do you have a preconceived idea of how your ideal man
should look, what kind of employment he should have
and how much he should earn? Throw that all out the
window! You have to realise that the perfect man only
exists in your head!

Take your blinkers off and look at all the men around
you. Just like women, men come in all sorts of packaging.
Granted there has to be some sort of attraction but try to
broaden your horizons. Perhaps you keep on choosing
men who cannot commit and you end up getting hurt.
Look at your reasons for choosing that type of man. Try
to find someone who is completely different.  Perhaps
you choose men who are physically similar. If you are
normally attracted only to dark haired men try to spend
time with fair haired men. If it’s normally tall men, look at
the shorter men. If you smile and make eye contact you
might get asked out by a man you would normally not
even have looked at. You might find when you are out on
a date that you are attracted to his open personality or
incredible sense of humour and the fact that he is short or
fair haired does not matter at all.

Reality check:

a) Do I normally date a certain type of man?
b) Can I go out on a date this week with a man

who is not usually my type?

So now you know the top 5 secrets to attracting a wonderful man. But it starts with you! It is not a magic
formula and will require time and effort.  If you implement just one of the above steps you will greatly

improve your chances of attracting a wonderful man.

Feel like you need more? The Success Studio’s e-coaching offers a weekly session emailed to
you with challenging goals to ensure that you keep on track and achieve your goal of finding a

wonderful man. The sessions cover the above in more detail as well as lots of other exciting
strategies. The e-coaching sessions are personally sent out (not automated!) and responded to

by our relationship coach Angela Paton. For more information, please go to
www.successstudio.co.uk/individual-coaching.html

Copyright The Success Studio 2006 - Angela Paton. The Success Studio exists to empower women to meet & marry
wonderful men! They offer a unique approach to meeting men and finding the one who is right for you.
www.successstudio.co.uk. This report may be reproduced provided that it is reproduced in its entirety and this by-
line is used.

http://www.successstudio.co.uk/individual-coaching.html/
http://www.successstudio.co.uk/
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Mentor Roles and Responsibilities

Time ManagementTime ManagementTime ManagementTime ManagementTime Management
Systems Help us Soar!Systems Help us Soar!Systems Help us Soar!Systems Help us Soar!Systems Help us Soar!

By Denise Landers

On a recent airplane flight, I thought of
all the systems that are in place to get
 us from one destination to another as

efficiently as possible.

BoardingBoardingBoardingBoardingBoarding

Consider the rapid turnaround of
planes these days. When the
arriving passengers disembark, their
luggage is taken off, the plane is
refueled, a maintenance check is
done, the interior is cleaned, a new
crew boards, luggage is loaded,
food and drinks placed on board,
and the new passengers settle in –
often all within 30 minutes. Then
we’re soaring to our next
destination.

Taking OffTaking OffTaking OffTaking OffTaking Off

We don’t buckle up in our seats
and then wait while the pilot
rummages through stacks of papers,
old charts, unread magazines, and
empty food containers, trying to
figure out what the present
destination will be and then where
the directions are for that
destination.

We expect these procedures to go
smoothly and rarely give the
process any thought. The pilot
boards knowing exactly what he is
going to do. There is nothing in that
cockpit that is not specific to the

job at hand. He has a set of
procedures that he follows, in a set
order, to make sure nothing is
skipped. We count on that, for both
punctuality and safety. When
something does goes awry and we
are delayed for any reason, we’re
disappointed. If a plane has an
accident, we’re shocked.

Yet do we expect the same of
ourselves in our business
endeavors? Consider your desk or
your work area as the cockpit,
driving the segment of the business
for which you are responsible. Take
a look around you. Is everything as
streamlined as it could be? Are there
any extraneous materials that do not
pertain to the job at hand? When
you come to work in the morning,
do you know immediately where to
begin, or are you shifting through
papers and clutter to determine
where to focus first?

With a good system in place, your
work has been prioritized the night
before. When you come in, you
know what your schedule is and
what you want to accomplish this
day – your destination. Nothing will
fall through the cracks because you
have a procedure to record every

task and follow-up that has to
happen.

The CrewThe CrewThe CrewThe CrewThe Crew

You also should expect those
around you to be handling their
work spaces with the same
efficiency. Consider what would
happen to our flight if everyone
were following the systems
needed to get the plane turned
around except for one group.

Suppose the cleaning crew didn’t
pay much attention to the exact
timing on their schedule. They
knew they were going to clean
planes today, but some friends
from another unit stopped by so
they had a brief visit and chat.

Then someone had to make a
personal telephone call. When they
got to the plane, they found they
didn’t bring all the supplies they
needed, so someone had to go
borrow materials from another
cleaning crew. Meanwhile the
boarding and subsequent take-off
is delayed.

Even though everyone else did their
jobs, following procedures and
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schedules, the repercussions of this one group’s delay
trickle on down to all of the planes following after.

This may sound far-fetched but it occurs in some form
every day in offices everywhere. We may be efficient
ourselves, but there’s often one person whose desk is
stacked, who has to constantly ask for duplicates
because they can’t find what they need, who is easily
distracted, and who forgets to follow up. We tolerate
that and make jokes about it, but ultimately it’s not just
that one person in the organization that’s affected, it’s
everyone around that person. If you are working with
someone like that, you are subjected to disarray,
interruptions from them, and not being able to count on
them to be as efficient as they could be in doing their
share of the work. All of these results impact on the rest
of the team.

Each of us needs to be working like the pilot. Know
what your schedule is, establish a prioritized plan of

action, have the materials you need on hand, and get rid
of any unnecessary matter around you that does not

pertain to the job at hand so that you can focus on what
needs to be done now.

We count on that when we
do business with other

companies. Shouldn’t they
be able to expect the

same from us? If you want
to get your business off

the ground, set up systems
that will help you soar!

Denise Landers, a time management and productivity expert, is the author of Destination: Organization
(http://www.keyorganization.com/destination.asp) and the owner of Key Organization Systems, Inc.

 (http://www.keyorganization.com).

http://www.keyorganization.com/destination.asp/
http://www.keyorganization.com/
http://www.lastminutetravel.com/PageDefault.aspx
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Super Simple Detox - Detox
Your Body with the Seasons”

by Irina Wardas

Super Simple Detox - Detox
Your Body with the Seasons

What is
a

toxin?

Detox is a very popular

word nowadays, especially in
spring. A lot of us are into
detox: we want to try it, we all
have opinions how to do it, we
like it or we hate it. It might
be a recipe for a drink, or a
several day procedure, or
maybe even fasting or pro-
found cleansing with profes-
sional help. Well, the last two
options are for very deter-
mined people, for those who
more or less try to live
healthier and be happier.

There is no question whether
we need to detox or not. The
question is how far we should
go. Well, it depends. It de-
pends on our current diet, our
physical state and energy
level, in other words, how in-
tense we need to detox de-
pends on our individual
lifestyle and needs. But what
if we think that every detox
will be too complicated for us,
or we don’t like to change our
routine, or we simply cannot
follow rules for a long period
of time? What if…What if…
What if… I have a very simple
solution for you, ladies: super
simple detox, and it means
eating detox super foods. We
can do super simple detox our-
selves, use it in our everyday
lives without any extra help
and even without extra effort,
and we don’t need to wait for
spring, because we can detox
our bodies with the seasons.
Sounds interesting? Good,
keep reading.

But first, let us start from
the beginning. What is a
toxin? It is basically any
substance that creates

irritating or harmful effects
 in the body, which can

sometimes even damage
our tissues and organs. We
always have to remember

that toxicity depends on the
dosage, frequency or
potency of the toxin.

We are all familiar with
immediate symptoms,

produced by pesticides and
some drugs. But the most

dangerous for our bodies are
long-term negative effects,

for example, asbestos
exposure leading to

lung cancer.

We also have to understand
that toxicity occurs on two
basic levels: external and in-
ternal. A lot of people are not
aware of the fact that every-
thing we breathe, eat, drink,
and even touch, contain tox-
ins; in other words, we can
acquire toxins from our envi-
ronment by breathing them,
by ingesting them, or through
physical contact with them.
Toxins can be poisons, heavy
metals, pesticides, fungicides,
cleaning solvents, smog, and
many substances that we
don’t even know are leeching
into our bodies via our cloth-
ing our furniture, and even out
carpets. Did you know that the
worst toxins we can ingest are
put into our foods as additives
and preservatives?

Our body itself produces tox-
ins through its normal every
day functions. Fats, free radi-
cals, different irritating sub-
stances act as toxins on the
internal level. Our body is very
intelligent, it is functioning
non-stop 24/7 and obviously
there are toxins that need to
be eliminated. When these
substances are not elimi-
nated, they can cause irrita-
tion or inflammation of the
cells and tissues, blocking nor-
mal functions on a cellular, or-
gan and whole body level.

Detoxification is a relative
term, because anything that
supports our elimination can
be said to help us detoxify. As
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a matter of fact, detox is an
absolutely natural process. If
the body is working well with
good immune and eliminative
system, we can handle the
basic every day exposure to
toxins. But sometimes we
need to change our dietary
(healthier food choices) and
lifestyle (clearing toxins by
sweating, either from exercise
or heat) habits to reduce in-
take of toxins and improve
elimination.

Super simple detox is the first
step in detoxification or pro-
found cleansing of our bodies.
You will be amazed with the
fact that simply drinking more
water (filtered of course!)
helps us eliminate more tox-
ins. Shifting from the most
congesting foods (sweets, di-
ary products, bread, fats, fried
foods, refined flours, meats,
hydrogenated fats, drugs) to
the least (fruits and veg-
etables, grains, nuts and le-
gumes) can help most of us
detoxify somewhat and bring
us into balance in general. And
we don’t need an excuse to
wait for spring to detox our
bodies, we can do it using sea-
sonable detox super foods,
such as apples, artichoke, as-
paragus, beets, celery, cran-
berries, cucumbers, egg-
plants, garlic, grapes, leafy
greens, lemons, onions, pars-
ley, parsnip, pumpkin, radish,
seaweed, turnip, watermelon.
We need to include these fan-
tastic fruits and vegetables in
our routine and use one or two
every day. Why? Because
these fruit and vegetables pu-
rify our blood, purify and pro-
tect our liver, cleanse the in-
testines, help excrete heavy
metals, improve the cleansing
function of the glands, purify
our gastrointestinal GI tract,
help to rid the respiratory sys-
tem of excess mucus, protect
against free radicals, destroy
intestinal worms, help clear
liver and gall bladder obstruc-

tions, remove residues
ofradiation in the body. In
case you have forgotten by
now, we are talking about
food- fruit and vegetables, not
drugs or magic pills!!!! Amaz-
ing? Isn’t it? The power of food
can make miracles! (contact
me for a complete list of detox
super foods with explanation
of their qualities).

From all said above, I hope
you have made a very impor-
tant decision already: to eat
more fruits and vegetables-
the high-water-content
cleansing foods. It will be your
first step to better and
healthier you. If you want to
take another step, you have
to consider organic or local
produce because of the high
level of pesticides. Or at least
to start buying the fruit and
vegetables with lower levels in
pesticides, such as pine-
apples, mangos, bananas,
blueberries as well as cauli-
flower, asparagus, radishes,
onions, etc., and avoiding
non-organic apples, peaches,
strawberries, cherries, spin-
ach, bell peppers, celery po-
tatoes, etc.

For more information about my
Balancing Act Women’s Health
Programs or sign up for my free
newsletter visit my website:
http://www.naturalcounselor.com

Bio: As a Holistic
Health and Nutrition
Counselor Irina
Wardas helps women
to prioritize their
health, making them
healthier and happier.

As we can see, detoxification
involves some dietary and
lifestyle changes but it doesn’t
have to be a torture experi-
ence. Simply eating detox su-
per foods every day can in-
crease your energy, bolster
your immune system and
leave you with healthy routine
to live by all year long.

http://www.naturalcounselor.com/
http://www.tkqlhce.com/click-2491658-10412604 
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I Want To Be Happy
by Lorraine Cohen

The underlying reasons for why clients have come to me over the years are their desires for
happiness.  What is happiness?  Conventional wisdom often defines happiness as status, financial
security, worldly goods, possessions, lifestyle, accomplishments etc.  I have met many very
successful people, who seemed to have it all; who have come to me saying they felt something was
missing from their life.  In short, with all of their apparent success, they weren’t happy!  They say,
“I want to be happy.  What do I do?”  What I have come to know is that things and people do not
create happiness.  Feeling happy as a response to an external experience adds to our own happiness,
and it is not the true source of happiness. Happiness is a state of being, independent of external
influences and situations.

In a gem of a book called, “What Happy People Know”, Dan Baker, Ph.D. defines happiness as
“A way of life – an overriding outlook composed of qualities such as optimism, courage, love,
and fulfillment.”  He says, “We all have a neurological fear system embedded within our brains
that once helped us survive, but now limits our lives.  This biological circuitry of fear is the
greatest enemy of happiness!”

“Happiness is the whole aim and
end of human existence”

- Aristotle,The Nicomachean Ethics

“Happiness is when what you think,
what you say, and what you do

are in harmony”- Mahatma Gandhi
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1.   Love – the antidote to fear and an essential
quality of happiness.  Love renews and energizes
the human Spirit.

2.   Optimism – provides power over painful events
to be able to see the profound value of the
experience.

3.   Courage –the strongest weapon for overcoming
 the lightening fast power of the fear system.

4.    A sense of freedom –freedom is choice.  Using
 courage to exercise choice is true freedom.

5.  Proactivity – actively participating in creating
your destiny and forging your own happiness.

6.    Security – liking who you are on the inside and
 developing a strong inner foundation that will last a
  lifetime.

8.  Spirituality – having the connection to a Higher
Power, Spirit, God, or Religion extends the
boundaries of our own lives for extraordinary
experiences.

9.   Altruism – helping other people and contributing
to the quality of their life fulfills a sense of purpose
and personal satisfaction.

10.  Perspective – being able to see shades of gray
and knowing how to prioritize problems
(challenges?) into possibilities and opportunities.
Seeing the big picture!

11.  Humor – Humor is the shift of perception that
gives you the courage to take action.  By lifting the
suffering off the heart, humor empowers the Spirit
to heal it.

12.  Purpose – understanding why you are here on this
earth and doing the things you were meant to do.

According to Baker, “Happiness is a by-product for the condition (state of being, outlook on life) that comes from
several indispensable qualities.  The sum of the following qualities is happiness.”

7.   Health – health and happiness are interdependent.
It’s hard to feel happy if you don’t feel healthy and
vice versa.

The Twelve Qualities of Happiness

Baker states, “Other qualities such as confidence, self-esteem, fulfillment, and peace of mind are important”. He
continues to say, “Not all of these qualities must be present or in equal amounts to be happy.  Most of them must
be abundant for someone to experience the kind of lasting rock-solid happiness that endures even when life gets
tough.”

○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○

3.    At the end of 30 days, celebrate taking another step to increase your happiness level!

What’s your definition of happiness?
Your call to action:

1.   Over the next month, review the list of qualities for happiness.

Copyright © Lorraine Cohen 2007 for Solo-e.com All Rights Reserved.

Lorraine Cohen brings more than 25 years experience in personal and business coaching, counseling, and sales experience to her
clients. Focusing on the whole person – she coaches people to get “unstuck” by eliminating their confusion and roadblocks to

success. Visit www.powerfull-living.biz to learn more about Lorraine’s services, and products.

2.   Select one or more qualities to focus your attention.  For example: Break through procrastination
and take action on something you have been avoiding (proactive), extend yourself to help
someone else for the joy of it (altruism), or prioritize your self-care (health).

http://www.powerfull-living.biz/
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Wendy Morales - PaperLocket.com

WWWWWomen on a Missionomen on a Missionomen on a Missionomen on a Missionomen on a Mission
Using her buying experience Wendy began an on-line paper craft company, Paper Locket, in 1997. This evolved
with the industry and she began creating digitally - with the new and improved technology on the market. In the past
three years, Paper Locket has been transformed from products to a service. Leaving the safety of a corporate job
she now dedicates her passion to taking digital photos and transforming them into custom greeting cards, birth
announcements and wall art.

Creating art out of moments and memories is definitely Wendy’s calling – She says “I’m highly inspired by experiences and
capturing moments - plus I find the challenge of technology extremely rewarding. My purpose is to bring digital

images (usually trapped inside computers) to life.”

Wendy’s Mission was and still is “to structure a simple and affordable program that brings not only profit to schools but leaves
children and parents with a profound heartfelt message.”  With the help of the hand-drawn self-portraits created by children in the
schools, Wendy designs stationary sets that are then sold as fundraisers for schools.  Her Classroom Auction Project has helped
schools raise much needed funds and the children are the artists!

From corporate life to stay-at-home mom running lots of carpools, Audrie Eidson has created a business that
supports women in a big way.   She is involved in “Ovarian Cycle” which raises money to find an early detection test
for ovarian cancer, Bouje Publishing which publishes a fictional children’s series by Jennifer Bouani exposing kids
to entrepreneurship and Multi-Tasking Woman which celebrates the complete woman.

Audrie says “I really enjoy the variety of my profession which has included web site design and development as well as sales and
marketing.  But I have mostly enjoyed finding the products that I carry on my site as well as the women designers behind them all. I

have a true passion for my site and the women inspired products that I represent.”

She became involved in Ovarian Cycle because ovarian cancer kills one out of every two women that are diagnosed and the key to
survival is early detection and because she values the lives of those who do survive including one friend who is a 13 year survivor of
Ovarian Cancer.

Audrie Eidson - GiftitWomen.com

Recently named North London’s Most Inspirational Entrepreneur, Nita Shah started Shahrp three years ago in
January 2004. Prior to this Nita worked in-house at a fund management company in the Corporate Affairs team, and
her first job was at a corporate/financial PR agency.

Nita says, “My ‘mission’ is to encouraging asking! Whether it is a question or help needed, if you don’t ask,
you don’t get. Also, try doing new things and venturing out of your comfort zone – these are invaluable

learning experiences – setting up Shahrp has been the biggest learning opportunity for me. Finally,
everyone makes mistakes; the crucial thing is to learn from them.”

Shahrp’s mission is to assist organisations wanting to communicate with ethnic minority groups and clients in this arena include ABi
Associates’ Bollywood Brent Project, The Asian Wedding Exhibition, Dynamic Asian Women’s Network (DAWN) and Executive Reach
Conferences.

Nita Shah - Shahrp.com

For 20 years, Mollye Rhea, President of For Momentum, has conceptualized, developed and spearheaded programs
for cause and partnership marketing to benefit non-profits and corporations at both national and local levels.

 “For Momentum designs and implements philanthropic partnership activities that dramatically enhance visibility for both non-
profit and corporate clients. Our creative cause marketing programs will translate community support into programs that increase

awareness and sales, generate funding and gain loyalty for your organization.”

Mollye believes in “giving back,” as evidenced by her service to so many worthy causes such as her service on the board of the
Catalyst for Care Foundation.  The mission of CCF is to empower at-risk children, families, and communities and strengthen the
people who serve them through collaboration, assistance, research, and education. Catalyst for CARE works to identify and fill the
gaps in services available to kids in foster care ensuring that every child has the resources a caring parent would provide.

Mollye Rhea - ForMomentum.com

To read Wendy’s full interview visit: http://wemagazineforwomen.com/meet-wendy-morales-of-paper-locket/

To read Audrie’s full interview visit: http://wemagazineforwomen.com/meet-audrie-eidson-of-giftitwoman/

To read Nita’s full interview visit: http://wemagazineforwomen.com/meet-nita-shah-of-shahrp/

For more information on Mollye and ForMomentum, visit www.formomentum.com

http://wemagazineforwomen.com/meet-wendy-morales-of-paper-locket/||
http://wemagazineforwomen.com/meet-audrie-eidson-of-giftitwoman/
http://wemagazineforwomen.com/meet-nita-shah-of-shahrp/
http://www.formomentum.com/
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Before venturing on her own as a copywriter and ‘marketing nerd,’ Soni Pitts was a life coach, business networking
trainer and entertainer. When asked why she started her company, Soni responded, “I am temperamentally incapable of
being “good corporate material.” Meaning, I don’t play well in an arbitrarily-structured environment taking orders from
pointy-haired morons about projects I could care less about… My primary goal in becoming a copywriter was to create a
career for myself that accommodated my personality while building on my strengths and passions.”

According to Soni, “If it hadn’t been for organizations like the Girl Scouts and a few really good teachers who taught me how to rely on
myself and that I could do what I set my mind and attention to, there’s no telling where I’d be today.”

Soni is currently spending a year serving with Americorps working with a United Way program based in Asheville, NC, called
ChildrenFIRST, which serves underprivileged families and kids in the Western North Carolina region. ChildrenFIRST is a program
that gets and keeps the kids off the streets, help them with their homework, play games and do crafts, and make sure they get a
healthy snack. You can read about her adventures at http://gettingthingsdone.wordpress.com.

Soni Pitts - SoniPitts.com

Until the end of 2005, Eileen Bennett was editor and director of two very successful glossy lifestyle magazines in Ireland.
And because of her early experiences in life, Eileen realized her true calling. Eileen Bennett is the world’s first virtual
Mammy! The idea for askmammy.ie began to form during 2006 when Eileen recognized that our traditional communities
were crumbling around us and that the communities of the future would be online. The Celtic Tiger economy in Ireland
has led to many people being cash rich but time poor.

Eileen says, “I believe I was born to be Mammy and that every event in my life has been leading me to this point. Being Mammy allows me to make full
use of the talents I was naturally blessed with as well as the skills and experiences and knowledge I have acquired along the way. It is said that when you

find a job you love you’ll never work a day in your life and that is certainly true for me! I feel that I am playing to my strengths and making the best
possible use of my life.”

By merging her listening skills with her research skills Eileen aka “Mammy” felt she could offer people some practical and emotional
support in these difficult times. People are just so lost and lonely and in need of guidance and craving some kind of real connection.
Askmammy.ie is working on two separate but connected projects – Teenspirit (a magazine, a website and self esteem training for
teens) and Mind Yourself (aimed at the families and friends of people who are feeling depressed or suicidal).

Eileen Bennett - Founder AskMammy.ie

Thirty years ago Ann McNeill was one of the first African American females to break into the Construction Industry.  The
owner of three businesses, MCO Construction & Services, Inc., MCO Consulting, Inc. and Colbert/Ball Tax Franchise,
Ann is very active in her church where she serves as a trustee, involved in the Entrepreneurship and Investment
Ministries.  She is also the founder of two civic organizations, MasterMind Empowerment Association and the National
Association of Black Women in Construction.   She a work-life balance coach, and speak professionally on the subject.

When asked what her vision was for starting her first company, Ann says, “… to help rebuild a community that was torn by the 1979 Race Riots in
Miami by becoming involved in the construction process and providing employment opportunities for those who lived in the community.”

An avid supporter of Better Investing, formerly the National Association of Investors Corporation (the goal of this organization is to
promote investment education) and MasterMind Empowerment Association (encourages and teach work-life balance principles
around the world) Ann sets goals in each area of her life to help her fulfill her life’s mission one of which is the emergence of
MasterMind Empowerment chapters all over the world.

Ann McNeill - President of MCOConstruction.net

To read the full interview, visit http://wemagazineforwomen.com/meet-soni-pitts-of-getting-things-done-blog/

To read the full interview, visit our blog at http://wemagazineforwomen.com/meet-eileen-bennett-aka-mammy/

To read the full interview, visit our blog at http://wemagazineforwomen.com/meet-ann-mcneill-of-mco-construction-services-etc/

Cathy Bucklin - ElmosBeautySpa.com
This Business of the Year” for Brevard County, Cathy Bucklin has been doing cosmetology work for twenty years and has
owned her own salon for seven years. She is passionate about people and giving back to her community.

Losing her Fiance’ (40 years young) to cancer 7 years ago totally changed Cathy’s life.  A certified Nurse Aide who makes
house calls to seniors and shut-ins, Cathy became a staunch supporter of the American Cancer Society “Locks of Love”

and “Look Good Feel Better Program,” and serves on the auxiliary for the Veterans of Foreign Wars as well as serving in the auxiliary
for the American Legion.

To read the full interview, visit our blog at http://wemagazineforwomen.com/meet-cathy-bucklin-of-elmo%e2%80%99s-beauty-spa/

Cathy’s advice to women is “… to stay focused-persevere and never give up on a dream.”

http://gettingthingsdone.wordpress.com/
http://wemagazineforwomen.com/meet-soni-pitts-of-getting-things-done-blog/
http://wemagazineforwomen.com/meet-eileen-bennett-aka-mammy/||
http://wemagazineforwomen.com/meet-ann-mcneill-of-mco-construction-services-etc/
http://wemagazineforwomen.com/meet-cathy-bucklin-of-elmo%e2%80%99s-beauty-spa/
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At CARE, we’ve found that the poorest

parts of the world are, invariably, places

where women are still marginalized and

not allowed a significant role.

That’s why CARE today has embarked on

a mission of global women’s empower-

ment.  To educate girls, and provide 

opportunities that will unleash the

power women have to bring change to

these areas.

But often, we have to be creative in

how we do that.  Loki, who lives in a

remote Ethiopian village, has big

dreams.  But she also has to tend her

family’s herd of cattle and goats.  If

not, her family will suffer.  She often

walks 20 miles a day in search of water

and grasslands.  So rather than bring

Loki to school, we bring school to Loki.

We’re establishing schoolrooms in 

nomadic villages that offer flexible

hours, and move as the village moves.

Someday soon, girls like Loki will do 

remarkable things in Ethiopia.  We’ll

keep finding ways to open the doors.

We’re trying to create a world where

every person has the opportunity to 

realize their potential.  Because, in the

end, that’s the key to truly ending 

injustice and poverty.

1-800-521-CARE  | www.care.org 

This space generously donated. Photo © Jason Sangster/CARE

http://www.care.org/
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Meet Suzanne Jones WECAI Network™
Liaison, Australia/New Zealand

1.  Tell us a little bit about yourself.

I am a New Zealander who spent a few
years overseas when I was in my 20’s, mainly
in Australia and Europe, but also traveling in
the Middle East and the United States. When
I came back I embarked on university study

in my early 30’s and then became serious about a career in information
and communication. I met my husband in my mid 30’s and had my family,
a boy and a girl in my late 30’s. We live in central Wellington, our capital
city.

Not long after my daughter was born, myself and a colleague,
Judy Owen, set up IQPro. Family commitments mean that I work part-time
on the business.

2.   What was your first year as a professional like? What
were/are some of the obstacles you have encountered
(overcome)?

A major challenge has been balancing work and family life.
Having enough time is always a challenge, and excellent childcare is a
priority.

Having worked in professional roles in organisations I was
always surrounded by other professionals who had different skills.
Starting a business with just one colleague meant not having other staff
around to bounce ideas off who could give a very different ‘take’ on
things. Therefore those skills and support had to be found. We have
been able to tap into business support networks and that has proven
invaluable.

3. What is the most unique aspect of your business? And what
do you enjoy most?

We help businesses to both sell and to save money. We use
professionally trained librarians working from home in different locations
around our country with access to online services.  We have been able
to support a workforce that is primarily, but not exclusively, women at
home with children, and we have been able to keep our overheads at a
minimum. This flexibility is something I also appreciate given I have a
young family.

As we are primarily utilizing online information sources we are
easily able to work for both NZ and overseas clients. The advantage for
overseas clients being that they can receive the information quickly due
to the international time difference – for example our daytime is nighttime
in Europe and the UK so we can ‘work through the night’  - and they pay
in NZ dollars which also keeps their costs down.

4.   How has your experience, credentials and background
helped you in marketing to new clients?

I have a background as a librarian and have worked in a variety
of organisations over a number of years. I understand issues related to
information, credibility of the information source and the web. I know
how to tell stories about these areas that are easy for clients to
understand. I think that stories are a great way to get through to people.

Knowing people and tapping into those personal networks is
also a great way to get established. I have been involved with UNESCO
for some time as a member of the NZ communications sub-committee.
This is a voluntary position but I have found that being involved in such
organisations does bring a certain amount of credibility to what one
does. I have also won several awards for websites I established which
has been invaluable for establishing credibility.

5. What, if any significant partnerships have played a role in
your success?

The partnership with our research librarians is important.  We
need to support and nurture their skills and to accept that as they move
into a different sphere of their life as their children grow older that we
will also lose them. However we feel that they are important in continuing
to increase awareness of us as they move into other organisations. And
of course our own professional networks are critical.

6. On your website, it would appear that you provide other
services as well?

We can help organisations to make the most of the information
they have by helping them to establish processes to manage and retrieve
it when they need it. This can be done by aiding organisations develop
their knowledge and information strategy.

7. With regards to establishing a website filled with resources
you will ultimately offer your clients, what’s the best advice
you have ever received about website development?

Keep it current – make sure that you contact your clients every
three months; one way this can be done is by sending out an e-newsletter.
We also find that we need to review our content regularly.

8. What are some of the trends you are noticing in your
industry?

There is a growing awareness that highly paid staff spend
time looking for information themselves on the Internet is not only inefficient
but they don’t always find the ‘right’ information because they don’t have
expert searching skills.  Therefore using an information specialist is a
better investment.

9. With regards to the Women’s ECommerce Association, how
do you see being a member as a benefit to you and your
organization?

Networks are powerful and commerce is increasingly done across
country boundaries. WECAI provides a powerful international network
that has that important personal touch.

10. Is there anything else you would like to share with our
readers?

Communication styles are very different between countries
even between women but it is great to see the collection of networks
listed on the WECAI site - http://www.wecai.org/alliances.htm.

Another thing that is very important to us personally and in
business is our ethics. We have strong business ethics and have also
successfully supported initiatives that contribute to a healthy information
society.

You can learn more about Suzanne Jones
by visiting

www.iqpro.co.nz  or www.iqpro.biz 

http://www.wecai.org/alliances.htm/
http://www.iqpro.co.nz/
http://www.iqpro.biz/
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Women on the Line is Australian community radio’s
weekly women’s current affairs program.

The program features women’s voices exclusively, and is produced
and presented by women broadcasters based in

Melbourne’s community radio station, 3CR.

Since 1986, Women on the Line has featured issues
and commentary with an emphasis on progressive
women’s voices from a diversity of ages, abilities,
sexualities and other marginalised groups, with a special emphasis on women involved
in any social action to improve the lives of women. The show provides a gender
analysis of contemporary issues, as well as in-depth analysis from women around
Australia and internationally. In 2006, Women on the Line celebrated 20 years of
quality radio programming on women’s issues by women.

Founding producer Deb Welch says it is “more than gratifying” to see WOTL continue the work she started. “20 years
ago,” she says, “and still today, people ask – why do we need a women’s program? For me the key is that women, in
all cultures, experience life differently from men. And we want to talk about life from our perspectives, both the positives
and the negatives. All of it - there’s nothing that’s not relevant to us.”

Women on the Line is heard across Australia through the Community Radio Satellite, and weekly programs can be
downloaded at www.womenontheline.org.au. WOTL programs are also regularly redistributed to radio stations
internationally through a relationship with the Women’s International News Gathering Service (WINGS), and these can
be heard at the WINGS archive, http://www.cas.usf.edu/womens_studies/wings.html.

The current WOTL producers are Alex Burt, Monique Sofo, Maja Graham and Elanor McInerney.

Melbourne

http://www.womenontheline.org.au/
http://www.cas.usf.edu/womens_studies/wings.html
http://www.womensmediasummit.com
https://ssl.linksynergy.com/php-bin/reg/sregister.shtml?offerid=7097&mid=560&siteid=FsYnzqGLRFo-UFOSXd1&no_r=1
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Tell us why the book Selena’sTell us why the book Selena’sTell us why the book Selena’sTell us why the book Selena’sTell us why the book Selena’s
Crystal Balls, A Magical JourneyCrystal Balls, A Magical JourneyCrystal Balls, A Magical JourneyCrystal Balls, A Magical JourneyCrystal Balls, A Magical Journey

Through the Chakras -Through the Chakras -Through the Chakras -Through the Chakras -Through the Chakras -
is so fabulous???is so fabulous???is so fabulous???is so fabulous???is so fabulous???

There are lots of reasons! Mainly because the
illustrations are so “robust” — they give me that
feeling of “I want to fall into that scene” when I
look at them. Children love the illustrations too
— they always reach out and touch the page as
if they were touching a real crystal ball. The
book is also fabulous because mothers pick the
book up, flick through it, then say to me (with a
cheeky wink), “I’m buying this for my child, but
we both really know it’s for me, ha ha”

What was your inspirationWhat was your inspirationWhat was your inspirationWhat was your inspirationWhat was your inspiration
for writing it?for writing it?for writing it?for writing it?for writing it?

 I have been sending out Goddess emails for 10 years that incorporate chakra energy tips to help women get back to
“centre” and in touch with their authentic selves. Members who receive these emails often reply to me with requests that
I write a newsletter or a book that would be suitable for them to share with their kids. Participants of my workshops
inevitably ask for a kids book too, so I couldn’t ignore the demand any longer.

I eventually sat down with my son and asked him what he knew about chakras (he’d accompanied me to enough expos
to absorb SOMETHING by osmosis!) He gave me enough of an overview that I was able to glean that kids connect

with colours of the rainbow, “magic and mystery” and fun things to do. So, I combined the colours with the divine magic
of crystal balls, and “Selena’s Crystal Balls” is the story that came out.

I love the Chakra game.  Tell us about that and what ChakraI love the Chakra game.  Tell us about that and what ChakraI love the Chakra game.  Tell us about that and what ChakraI love the Chakra game.  Tell us about that and what ChakraI love the Chakra game.  Tell us about that and what Chakra
resonates with you today?resonates with you today?resonates with you today?resonates with you today?resonates with you today?

The game is designed to help you “listen” to your body (your intuition) by looking at the seven colours and images and
clicking on whichever image or colour resonates with you the most. You can read about the chakra you clicked through
to and work out which issue in your life this represents. You can then deal with that issue in order to bring that chakra
back into balance.

Because we are in the throes of planning a new home, my base chakra is going into overdrive — it is trying to
compensate for me feeling a little unsettled with the impending move. I’m OK with that though — as long as I know
where I’m out of balance, I can work with strategies to keep me calm during this time of transition. For example, I’m
doing things like wearing red underwear, painting my toe nails red, playing my drum, carrying a bloodstone in my
pocket, and repeating “Everything is exactly as it is meant to be” as my affirmation to help me settle down. (By the way,
there are tips on how to balance chakras in my first book, <i><a href=”http://www.indigoconnections.com/galleria/
chakragoddess/index.html”>The Goddess Guide to Chakra Vitality</a></i>).

Tell us why the book Selena’sTell us why the book Selena’sTell us why the book Selena’sTell us why the book Selena’sTell us why the book Selena’s
Crystal Balls, A Magical JourneyCrystal Balls, A Magical JourneyCrystal Balls, A Magical JourneyCrystal Balls, A Magical JourneyCrystal Balls, A Magical Journey

Through the Chakras -Through the Chakras -Through the Chakras -Through the Chakras -Through the Chakras -
is so fabulous???is so fabulous???is so fabulous???is so fabulous???is so fabulous???

What was your inspirationWhat was your inspirationWhat was your inspirationWhat was your inspirationWhat was your inspiration
for writing it?for writing it?for writing it?for writing it?for writing it?

I love the Chakra game.  Tell us about that and what ChakraI love the Chakra game.  Tell us about that and what ChakraI love the Chakra game.  Tell us about that and what ChakraI love the Chakra game.  Tell us about that and what ChakraI love the Chakra game.  Tell us about that and what Chakra
resonates with you today?resonates with you today?resonates with you today?resonates with you today?resonates with you today?

http://www.indigoconnections.com/galleria/chakragoddess/index.html/
http://www.indigoconnections.com/galleria/chakragoddess/index.html/


 How can children and their parents get the most out of this book? How can children and their parents get the most out of this book? How can children and their parents get the most out of this book? How can children and their parents get the most out of this book? How can children and their parents get the most out of this book?

By reading it together and using the story as a springboard for deeper discussion. There is a section at the back for
teachers and parents so that they can prepare some leading questions in advance, and then slot them in at the
appropriate time to generate meaningful discussion.

How did you become interested in Goddesses?  Chakras?How did you become interested in Goddesses?  Chakras?How did you become interested in Goddesses?  Chakras?How did you become interested in Goddesses?  Chakras?How did you become interested in Goddesses?  Chakras?

 I had very little self-esteem growing up which escalated into crippling self-doubt by the time I was a young adult. Of
course, my life was full of drama and pain until I attended a chakra workshop in my late 20s. The chakra workshop
incorporated ancient goddess energy which was my first introduction to the goddess within every woman. I haven’t
looked back since — in fact, I can honestly say I absolutely, thoroughly and completely love my life now!

What’s next for you?What’s next for you?What’s next for you?What’s next for you?What’s next for you?

I’m putting the finishing touches to my next book, “The 7-Day Chakra Workout”, a preview of which was featured in
<a href=”http://www.goddess.com.au/store/products.php?cat=3">Spheres magazine</a> recently (the issue with me on
the cover!)

How to buy the book: <i>Selena’s Crystal Balls, A Magical Journey Through the Chakras</i> is available from <a
href=”http://www.indigoconnections.com/galleria/chakragoddess/index.html”>Indigo Connections</a> in the United
States and Canada, or <a href=”http://www.goddess.com.au/eBooks”>from Anita’s site, Goddess.com.au</a>.

How did you become interested in Goddesses?  Chakras?How did you become interested in Goddesses?  Chakras?How did you become interested in Goddesses?  Chakras?How did you become interested in Goddesses?  Chakras?How did you become interested in Goddesses?  Chakras?
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What’s next for you?What’s next for you?What’s next for you?What’s next for you?What’s next for you?

THE GODDESS GUIDE TO CHAKRA VITALITY
contains many easy and fun ways to sass up

your chakras - the energy centres that rule every
aspect of your life. Learn about tools such as
sound, elements, symbols, colours, flowers,

gemstones, essential oils, movement, visualisations,
affirmations and goddess messages to create the life

you want. When all seven energy centres are
balanced, a life filled with love, prosperity and

joy is yours for the taking.
SELENA’S CRYSTAL BALLS, A MAGICAL JOURNEY THROUGH
THE CHAKRAS is a full-colour illustrated delight
that takes you and your child on a journey of the
chakras - the energy realms that rule every aspect

of your life.
Share this journey together to increase feelings of

security, creativity, empowerment, love,
communication, vision and joy. Find out http://
www.goddess.com.au/eBooks/SelenasCrystalBalls.htm
the Top 5 Reasons this book is so fabulous</a>.
ORDERING INFO: For orders in the USA and Canada,
visit <a href=”http://www.indigoconnections.com/

galleria/chakragoddess/index.html”>In
digo Connections to order your copy. To order a copy
from Australia, visit  http://www.goddess.com.au/

eBooks Anita’s site, Goddess.com.au</a>.

     How can children and their parents get the most out of this book?How can children and their parents get the most out of this book?How can children and their parents get the most out of this book?How can children and their parents get the most out of this book?How can children and their parents get the most out of this book?

http://www.goddess.com.au/store/products.php?cat=3">Spheres magazine</a>
http://www.indigoconnections.com/galleria/chakragoddess/index.html
http://www.goddess.com.au/eBooks
www.goddess.com.au/eBooks/SelenasCrystalBalls.htm
http://www.indigoconnections.com/galleria/chakragoddess/index.html
http://www.indigoconnections.com/galleria/chakragoddess/index.html
http://www.goddess.com.au/eBooks
http://www.goddess.com.au/eBooks
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WeChamber ™ -  

Women’s eChamber of Commerce, International
“Where Women Prosper!” 

 

 

 

 

The voice of business and professional women, the WeChamberWeChamber™ provides  

virtual and in-person opportunities for collaboration, networking, personal  
and professional development, achieving and maintaining prosperity,  
leadership and international recognition. 
 

Our mission is to empower women, promote business, create connections, 

What the 

WeChamberWeChamber™ 
Can do for 

YOU! 
 

Promote Your 
Products & 

Services 
 

Provide Leadership 
Opportunities 

 
Promote Strategic 

Alliances 
 

Expand Your 
Network 

 
Offer Free 
Resources   

and Discounts 
 

Create Networking 
Opportunities 

 
Increase Your 
Global Reach 

 
Increase Your 

Visibility  
with the Media 

 
Promote Your 

Events 
 

Recognize Your 
Successes 

 
And much more… 

network and celebrate women’s achievements around the globe. 

 

VISION: “To be the Number ONE virtual  

global organization for women who do business 

on and off the WEB.”

 

 

 
 

Get in on the ground level!  
Join the WECAI Network™ and you’ll automatically 

become a member of the WeChamber™! 
 

 
 

To get notified of the WeChamber™ launch, 

visit www.WeChamber.org today! 
 

WeChamber™ “WHERE WOMEN PROSPER!” 

 

WeChamberWeChamber™ is a not-for-profit professional organization on the verge of  

creating a global community of women connected by a common desire to  
achieve greatness in all aspects of their lives – increase wealth, knowledge  
and contacts. 

WeChamber™ is owned and operated by the WECAI Network™ 

7100 Pembroke Road – Miramar, FL 33023 –1-877-947-3776 or 954-625-6606 

www.WeChamber.org  

 

To Contact Heidi Richards, Founder & CEO, send her an email at 
Heidi@WeChamber.org.

 
To Contact Suzannah Richards, CFO and Tech Goddess send her an email at 

Suzannah@WeChamber.org. 


